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INTRODUCTION TO ZHAO MENGFU
Literature Review on Zhao Mengfu
Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322) has been a well-known cultural figure since the Yuan
dynasty. His life spanned the end of the Southern Song and the early Yuan, during which
time he experienced huge dynastic changes. Being a member of the Song royal family,
and then a high ranking official in the Yuan court, gave him lifelong glory, but also pain
and regret; as a famous calligrapher, painter, and poet, he not only witnessed the
interaction between the south and the north, but also participated in the interaction and
was a prominent member of the literati circle of the early Yuan.
Studies on Zhao Mengfu' s Artistic Works
Zhao Mengfu's student, one of the greatest poets of the Yuan, Yang Zai HIHc
(1271-1323) said, "[Zhao Mengfu]' s other talents are overshadowed by his talents in
painting and calligraphy. People who know his painting and calligraphy do not know his
literary works, and people who know his literary works do not know his talent in serving
the nation."
1
Studies on Zhao Mengfu mostly focus on his achievement as a prestigious
painter and calligrapher, but this thesis is about Zhao Mengfu's poetry, therefore I will
summarize the relevant studies in this area very briefly.
1 Song Lian (1380-1381) et al, Yuan shi 7G& 8 Vols, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju ^MM,
1976, p. 4023.
I
Li Chu-tsing fZhujin] wrote some important articles and books on Zhao
Mengfu's paintings. 2 Two notable books on Zhao Mengfu's artistic works and
achievement are Dai Lizhu's Zhao Mengfu wenxue yu yishu zhiyanjiu ,Mti£W4#'
ffiZMfL (1986) and Shane McCausland's dissertation titled "Zhao Mengfu (1254-1322)
& The Revolution of Elite Culture in Mongol China" (2000). 3 Zhao Mengfu's role in
cultural and artistic history is also discussed in articles on art history, such as Li Chu-
tsing's "The Role of Wu-hsing [Wuxing] in Early Yuan Artistic Development Under
Mongol Rule" and Marilyn Wong Fu's "The Impact of the Reunification: Northern
Elements in the Life and Art of Hsien-yu [Xianyul Shu (12577-1302) and Their Relation
to Early Yuan Literati Culture" (both 1 98 1 ).
4
In 1995, an "International Conference on Zhao Mengfu" was held in Shanghai,
sponsored by Shanghai shuhua chubanshe \MUM.\titfc& and the journal Duoyun &
ik. More than forty scholars from China and other countries attended the conference and
contributed articles on Zhao Mengfu's life, public service, and his achievements in art.
Articles presented at the conference were collected into Zhao Mengfu yanjiu lunwenji J$
a&TOff 9u'iml SC ite, the first collection of studies on Zhao Mengfu, and a collection of
The Autumn Colors on the Ch 'iao [Que] and Hua Mountains: A Landscape by Chao [Zhao
I
Meng-fu, Artibus Asiae, supplementum 21
,
1965; "The Freer Sheep and Goat and Chao [Zhao]
Meng-fu's horse paintings," Artibus Asiae 30 (1968): 279-326; "Stages of Development in Yuan
Landscape Painting," National Palace Museum Bulletin, 4 (1969): 2-3; and Quehua qiuse: Zhao
Mengfu de shengpingyu huayi SMIIfcfe: M t6MWk fW Taibei: Shitou chuban gongsi
fimiWWLte^, 2003, and other.
1 Dai Lizhu $JM, Taiwan: Xuehai chubanshe *$ :MWM\, 1986; Shane McCausland, Ph.D.
dissertation: Princeton University, 2000; reproduction: Ann Arbor, UMI Dissertation Services,
2001.
4 China under Mongol Rule, John D. Langlois ed, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981, pp.
331-370,371-433.
2
reproductions of his paintings under the title Zhao Mentfu huaji was
published as well. Details about the conference can be seen in Nanfeiyan's $ flfcjffi "Zhs
Mengfu guqji xueshu yantaohui zongshu"&&Mmn^mm
Studies on Zhao Mengfifs Life and Personality
Besides his outstanding achievements in painting and calligraphy, researchers
are also interested in Zhao Mengfu's life experience.
Zhao Mengfu was a member of the Song royal family and a descendant of Zhao
Defang tftttJi (959-981 ), son of Zhao Kuangyin jtftl i .M (927-976), the first emperor of
the Song. Li Chu-tsing's article "Zhao Mengfu zhi yanjiu: (yi) shixi (or) shicheng ,, ,\f\ £
M2M$l'. ( ) HI K I ) WMn IStudy on Zhao Mengfu: I lis f amily Pedigree and
School of Learningl provides the most detailed information on this aspect of Zhao
Mengfti's life/'
Descriptions of Zhao Menglu's personality vary depending on how people
evaluate it. People usually like to quote an anecdote from Chi Sili's 0. ( 1 6(>5- 1 722)
Yuan shi xuan iu^SM to show how Zhao Mengfu lost his integrity and how his behavior
was disliked even by his relatives. The anecdote says that "his (Zhao Mcngfu's) cousin
ZigU f'|rV| (the public name of Zhao Mengjian kf\ I: »y ) felt shamed of Zhao Mengfu. I le
shut his door and was unwilling to sec Zhao Mengfu." This anecdote is first seen in Yao
3
Xin meishu %\ Ml no.3 (1995): 71-80, 49.
" Sec the first chaptCT olDai LiZfau'l Zhao Mtrtgfii WiWCtU vu yishu zhi vanjiu.
3
Tongshou's &. 1363) Yuejiao siyu gftftgi: "Zhao Mengjian's cousin Zi'ang
T^ (Zhao Mengfu's public name) went to visit him from the Tiao River area (in
Huzhou M'M, present Zhejiang territory). [Mengjian] shut his door, and would not let
him in." Jiang Tiange has assembled solid evidence to prove that this anecdote
was totally invented to smear Zhao Mengfu, for Zhao Mengjian was already died when
Zhao Mengfu began serving in the Yuan.8 Surprisingly, this fake anecdote is still quoted
in some literary history textbooks or articles on Zhao Mengfu, even though Jiang
Tiange's article was published in 1962.9
Unlike some narrow and absolute loyalist sympathizers, who view Zhao Mengfu
as a prestigious person with a moral blemish, current studies tend to examine his life
within the milieu of the Song-Yuan transition, making more realistic arguments based on
primary materials and even on some psychological analysis. Generally speaking,
researchers are mostly focused on the question of whether or not Zhao Mengfu was
forced to serve in the Yuan court. In 1995, Chen Gaohua fflM^ discussed this issue in
an article titled "Zhao Mengfu de shitu shengya" M^#i#Jttj££$I 10 and demonstrated
7 Yu Fangde 1§, "Zhao Mengfu shi Yuan qianlun" MS.Mi±7t^, Huzhou shizhuan
xuebao yiMBW^fg 20:2 (1998): 82-85; Yao Tongshou WiMM (fl. 1363), Yuejiao siyu 9k%
in Song Yuan bijixiaoshuo daguan ^.Tt^^ht^kM, Shanghai: Shanghai guji
chubanshe ±*§"£if tiiJ&}t, 2001, p. 6100.
8
Jiang Tiange, "Lun Zhao Mengjian he Zhao Mengfu de guanxi" MiH^lM^QM^lHWI^^,
Wenwu £tJ, no. 12 (1962): 26-31.
9
For example, see Zhongguo shekeyuan wenxue yanjiusuo ^Biti^l^^^^^r comp.,
Zhongguo wenxueshi ^dlJt^5tl, Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe A$;jC^ 1984,
p. 261; Deng Shaoji ed., Yuandai wenxueshi tUKX^^L, Beijing: Renmin wenxue
chubanshe AK^ftJfett, 1991, rpt. 1998, p. 431.
10 Zhao Mengfu yanjiu lunwenji B.j&f&tfi%%foX^:, Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe
M&ifefr, 1995, pp. 425-445.
4
that Zhao Mengfu served the new alien regime voluntarily. Chen Gaohua believes that it
is essential to examine the issue of Zhao Mengfu's service in the Yuan court seriously,
for Zhao Mengfu's life experience must have influenced his artistic and literary works.
He also believes that when we talk about Zhao Mengfu's thought, we should take the
changes in his official career as well as his moods into consideration instead of
stereotyping it. Nowadays, most researchers consider that it was an understandable
choice for Zhao Mengfu at the time, and we therefore should not condemn Zhao Mengfu
for it.
In addition, a trend toward reexamining some traditional interpretations ofZhao
Mengfu's character also emerges. Using historical materials, some writers try to prove
that Zhao Mengfu was a person and an official with courage, insight, and integrity. 11 Xu
Liping f^F$J^ and Lu Xingna point out that Zhao Mengfu also showed cautious
and tactful attitudes in dealing with certain issues. They argue that the complications in
Zhao Mengfu's character gave him a deep understanding of life and the ability to
overcome reality by devoting himself to his art. 12
The book Zhao Mengfu xinian %&1&M%4£, published in 1984, is considered by
researchers as one of the most useful resources on Zhao Mengfu. It comprises of three
major parts: the family tree of the royal Zhao family of the Song dynasty, Zhao Mengfu's
11 Qiu Chengyuan 3l$c#§, "Lun Zhao Mengfu renpin: jianlun gaichao huandai zhong de lishi
renwu pingjia" tkB.
:£Mk&: lE!&&SJJ&tt It1#JM£A»R Ningbo gaodeng zhuanke
xuexiao xuebao^M^M^^W. 2:1 (1995): 27-31; Chen Longhai "Zhao
Mengfu renge shilun" &^MA$tWifo, Huazhong shifan daxue xuebao W^ffiW*A^^fK no.
1 (1995): 111-114; Zhang Qifeng 3i£H, "Zhao Mengfu renpin xinlun" M^Apnfrfft,
Kongzi yanjiu ftfWft no. 2 (1995): 70-73.
12
See Xu Liping ^p|ij# and Lu Xingna "Lun Zhao Mengfu de yishu renge dui xianshi
renge de chaoyue" %h&%Mtfy&ffiAfa&M* Huzhou shifan xueyuan xuebao ;M
fm^ffi^ 24:5 (2002): 77-79.
5
biography, and his chronology; plus two appendixes: a bibliography and a selected list of
Zhao Mengfu's calligraphy and paintings.
Studies on Zhao Mengfu as a Poet
In 1970, Songxuezhai wenji t&S&lfc^ was reprinted in Taiwan from a Yuan
edition in ten/wan: onejuan of parallel prose, fourjuan ofpoems, and five;wa« of
miscellaneous and lyric poems; plus a supplemental collection. In 1986, Zhao Mengfuji
MlLMM (Qing edition) was published in Hangzhou tfc#|.13 The development of the
different editions ofZhao Mengfu's collected work was discussed in detail in Sun
Kekuan's Yuandai Han wenhua zhi huodong 7tttMXfcZMW) (1968). 14
In books or articles on literary history, the name of Zhao Mengfu usually appears
in the part on early Yuan poetry. He is considered as one of the best poets of his time.
Researchers use "grace and beauty" to describe his writing style, and have paid attention
to his special life experiences, the contradictions expressed in some of his poems, and his
return to the pure lyricism of the Tang. But the degree of detail in the introductions to
Zhao Mengfu varies.
One of the earliest studies on Zhao Mengfu's poetry was made by Qian
Zhongshu H^H in his work Tanyilu published in 1949. Qian Zhongshu
considered Zhao Mengfu's poetry fluent and elegant in style. He criticized Zhao Mengfu
13 Ren Daobin ftillM, ed. Zhao Mengfuji M^^H. Hangzhou fttjtl: Zhejiang guji chubanshe
14 Sun Kekuan J£ Yuandai Han wenhua zhi huodong tL^XMXikZ.ffiW}. Taibei: Taiwan
Zhonghua shuju Si* 1968.
6
for the loose structure in his poetry writing, and for using one or more words repeatedly
in one poem or those multiple poems under one title (-S£ ft). He also criticized Zhao
Mengfu for sometimes acting pretentiously in his poems (#1##$t). Although
disapproving of some features of Zhao Mengfu's poetry, Qian Zhongshu praised Zhao
Mengru for his skill at opening and ending poems, and for being versed in calligraphy,
painting and poetry all at the same time. Finally, Qian Zhongshu discussed Zhao
Mengfu's opinions on Tang and Song poetry.
Yuandai wenxueshi itiXIC^^, edited by Deng Shaoji (1991), is the
most thorough work on Yuan literary history, and so too is the section on Zhao Mengru.
Besides a discussion of his poetry, there are also comments on Zhao Mengfu's literary
thought, his lyric songs, and prose writings.
There are fewer studies on Zhao Mengfu's poetry than on his graphic arts. Wang
Jianzhong's "Zhao Mengru shige chuangzuo ji wenyi sixiang chutan" Mi£!Ifl
WMfcMX%%W®W. (1987) is one of the earliest articles on Zhao Mengfu's poetry. 15
In 1998, Ye Aixin HHlft published an article on Zhao Mengfu's poetry 16 in which the
main focus is on his poetic style and his influence on other Yuan poets. Ye Aixin has
some new observations on Zhao Mengfu: she considers that the contradiction between the
Confucian ideal and reality is a common topic in Zhao Mengfu's poetry; she considers
that the sincerity showed in his poems added a needed refreshing element to poetry
writing in the early Yuan, especially when compared with the bad practice and unhealthy
15 Wang Jianzhong ZEU^, Liaoning guangbo dianshi daxue xuebao M^fMffiMMj^^^ffi no.
3 (1987): 43-46.
16 Ye Aixin HH/ft, "Zhao Mengfu shige jiqi dui Yuandai shifeng de yingxiang" MiSiJilfWi&
g£f7UtttfMMi*^, Hubei daxue xuebao no.2 (1998): 64-68.
7
trend in poetry writing at the end of Southern Song Dynasty.' 7 She also discusses the
comparisons and affective images appearing in Zhao Mengfu's poems.
Dai Lizhu's SfcJlEfc Zhao Mengfu wenxue yu yishu zhiyanjiu MiMjt^HH
%ZM% (1986) is the first Chinese book that devotes a considerable portion of its text
to systematically and thoroughly examining Zhao Mengfu's achievement in poetry
writing. Dai Lizhu mainly analyzes the content and the skill ofZhao Mengfu's writing,
but also touches upon his relationships with other Yuan literary men.
Some researchers have considered Zhao Mengfu as a representative of the
southern literary men who served in the north, and have noticed his role in the cultural
development of the early Yuan. In Yuandai Han wenhua zhiyanjiu 7tiXMXitZ¥%
(1968), Sun Kekuan &^£% argues that Confucian literati shielded Chinese culture from
any untoward affects of Mongol rule by engaging actively in public service, both in
government and in education. He attributes Han culture's continued vitality to the
protection of great scholars and officials, including Zhao Mengfu, during the Yuan
dynasty. In 1984, Zheng Mengtong paid special attention to the pain expressed in
Zhao Mengfu's poetry, examining this characteristic within the broader social
background, and regarding it as typical among those southern literary men who served
the Yuan court as Zhao Mengfu did. 18
As pointed out above, scholars have begun to study Zhao Mengfu as a man of
his time and are paying more attention to his achievements as a poet. But systematic and
17
The "bad practice and unhealthy trend" here refers to the poetic writing trend of looking for
writing materials mainly from books instead of real life at the end of the Southern Song Dynasty.
18
Zheng Mengtong Zhongguo shigefazhan shilue ^ Ha'erbin:
Heilongjiang renmin chubanshe MttAK&J&tt, 1981, rpt. 1984.
8
thorough study of Zhao Mengfu's poetry is still rare. In addition, some current studies are
not even going in the direction of greater depth, but are merely repeating what has been
done before. Although Dai Lizhu's book and Ye Aixin's article are good beginnings,
many aspects of Zhao Mengfu's poetry are still untouched or not well covered. For
example, some stylistic features regarded as characteristic of Zhao Mengfu's poems in
Dai Lizhu's book actually are basic or typical skills commonly used in poetic writing.
Therefore further discussion of the poetry of Zhao Mengfu from various aspects is still
needed. On the one hand, current studies on Zhao Mengfu's poetry are not very inspiring;
but on the other hand, there is great potential in this area of study since there is still much
space left for further scholarship.
Introduction to Zhao Mengfu's Personal Life
Zhao Mengfu, born in Huzhou M'M (present Wuxing County in Zhejiang),
whose public name is Zi'ang ^ ep and whose most commonly used pen name is Songxue
Daoren f&lfitA, has been acknowledged as one of the most important calligraphers and
painters in Chinese history and one of the most significant poets of the Yuan Dynasty
(1260-1368). Besides this, Zhao Mengfu is also known for his controversial life
experiences both in the early Yuan and in Chinese cultural history.
As mentioned above, Zhao Mengfu was the descendant of Zhao Defang, son of
Zhao Kuangyin, founder of the Song Dynasty (960-1279). The highest position his father
ever held was Vice Minister in the Ministry of War and Military Commissioner of Zhexi.
His father died when Zhao Mengfu was twelve. At the age of fourteen (1267), Zhao
9
entered civil service as Revenue Manager and Administrator of Zhen Prefecture M1M
(present Yizheng County of Jiangsu Province) through the yin % privilege 19 and
passing a special exam held by the Ministry of Personnel. From 1279, the fall of the
Southern Song, to 1286, Zhao stayed at home and did not seek an official position.
At the time, Emperor Shizu (r. 1260-1294) of the Yuan was fully aware of the
importance of employing ordinary people and persons of abilities in his new government
to mollify the hostilities that the southerners held to the Mongolians. Besides employing
officials of the Southern Song dynasty, in 1275 the Emperor began searching for and
employing some talented southerners. And in 1286 the searching activities reached the
climax in a mission carried out by Attendant Censor Cheng Jufu fi^^ (1249-1318). It
is in that search that Zhao Mengfu was found and started his service in the Yuan court.
Several years before this recruitment of 1286, Zhao Mengfu was recommended
by a Jurchen official, Jiagu Zhiqi fcQZ^ (fl. late 13th century) to the Yuan court, but
he declined. It is unclear why Zhao Mengfu declined the offer of Jiagu Zhiqi but
accepted that of Cheng Jufu in 1286. It might be that Zhao Mengfu declined the first offer
simply because he wanted to make a gesture to the southern literati of not serving the
Mongolians, although he would have liked to take an office in the Yuan court; or it might
be that by 1286 the southern literati's attitudes toward Han people serving in the Yuan
court had changed, and they began to accept the reality of Mongol rule.
19
Yin refers to the system in ancient China that the descendants can be offered official titles or
titles of nobility from the emperor because of the achievements or contributions of their ancestors
to the dynasty.
Yang Zai,"Dayuan gu hanlin xueshi chengzhi rongludafu zhi zhigao jian xiushi Zhaogong
xingzhuang" ttfflfcft$±&%&fctttoffllfe%t&&&&ft$k, in Songxuezhai wenji ft
MftXM, Taibei: Taiwan xuesheng shuju MM 1970, p. 489.
10
From 1286 to 1292, Zhao Mengfu spent most of his time in Dadu ^fP (present
Beijing), the Yuan capital, and his highest position was Grand Master for Court
Precedence. In June 1292, Zhao was appointed Route Commander of Ji'nan Province and
left the capital. Three years later, when Zhao Mengfu was summoned by Emperor
Chengzong (r. 1295-1 307) to return to Dadu to compose and edit the Veritable Records of
Shizu t£$B£ff$, he declined by asking for retirement on the pretext of illness. In 1296 he
was finally able to leave the capital and return to his hometown. After that, from 1299 to
1309, he held an office supervising schools in Zhejiang. In 1310, Zhao Mengfu left the
south and again went to Dadu. In the capital, he was highly favored by the new emperor
Renzong (r. 13 12-1320) and his highest position was Hanlin Academician Recipient of
Edicts. Emperor Renzong once compared Zhao Mengfu to Li Bai ^ (701-762) of the
Tang and Su Shi (1037-1 101) of the Song for Zhao Mengfu's literary talent. In
1319, due to the illness of his wife, Guan Daosheng Hit# (1262-13 19),21 Zhao Mengfu
left Dadu for home, but his wife died while they were still on the road. From then to his
death in 1322, Zhao spent his last years at his hometown Huzhou. He was posthumously
enfeoffed Duke of the Wei State $kW& and his canonical title is Wenmin XWl.
In a poem written by Zhao Mengfu when he had just arrived at Dadu, he
expressed his excitement at being able to display his talent by saying: "For half ofmy life,
I have been jobless and listless wandering among the lakes and rivers; today level with
heaven [i.e., being at the capital], my dreams have been realized [at last]" ^QiMW&M
21 Guan Daosheng, public name Zhongji WW., was also from Huzhou and was a talented painter
and calligrapher. Her family claimed to be derived from Guan Zhong 1H41 (?-644 B.C.), the well-
known minister of the state of the Qi during the Warring States Period. According to Yang Zai,
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22
Zhao Mengfu showed administrative talent in the early years of
his service, but later all of the excitement gradually dissipated due to the political
infighting he went through and the fierce animosity he witnessed between the
Mongolians and the Han Chinese. When Zhao Mengfu first had an audience with
Emperor Shizu, Emperor Shizu was very happy to see him and asked him to sit at the left
of the Right Minister, Ye Li (1242-1292). Some officials admonished Emperor
Shizu that Zhao Mengfu was a descendant of the Song royal family and therefore
Emperor Shizu should not have allowed Zhao Mengfu to sit close to him. On another
occasion, Zhao Mengfu involved in a court discussion about the Zhiyuan paper currency
and someone challenged Zhao Mengfu' s opinion about it, stating that Zhao Mengfu was
young and just recently came from the south; it was therefore not appropriate for him to
criticize the national policy. Later during the reign of Emperor Renzong, unhappy that
Zhao Mengfu was favored by the emperor, some officials tried to humiliate him in front
of the emperor when one of them presented a memorial stating that it was inappropriate
to let Zhao Mengfu know what was recorded in the court's historical records. Zhao
Mengfu requested several times to work outside of the capital Dadu, hoping to stay away
from the political center.23
In the early years of the Yuan, serving in the Yuan court was still unacceptable
to some southern literati. In 1288, a prominent Song loyalist, Xie Fangde (1226-
1 289), firmly declined a recommendation for holding an office and stated that it was
22 Zhao Mengfu, "Composing Poem On Current Occasion When I First Arrived in Dadu" ^7JM^
T BP 0-, in Songxuezhai wenji, p. 208.
23 Song Lian et al., comp., Yuan shi. pp. 4018-4023.
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shameful for southerners to serve the Yuan.24 One of the Song loyalists, Zhao Mengfu's
acquaintance from his hometown, Mou Yan 4MI (1227-131 1), slightly mocked Zhao
Mengfu after praising his talents in a poem titled "Letter to Zhao Zi'ang [Mengfu]" ffiM
Tin: "To my surprise, you had difficulty in hiding yourself; holding pearls and jades,
you ran to the Central Plain" jg$$£ | jft, HI25 Once Zhao Mengfu sent a
calendar as gift to an old friend, who was also a Song loyalist, Qin Qin (fl. late 13th
cent.), the latter responded with a poem:26
IfA3M-&£n#, A rustic would know the spring season even without a
calendar;
^MrE&MM thanks to the descendants of the royal family for making
the years and months precise.
Ts+t&^iic For more than sixty years, I have put my 'calendar' in store;
4*IE^MiIf B#§t . today I sadly see the old calendar renewed.
By saying in the last couplet that he himself still harbored deep feelings for the Southern
Song, Qin Qin ridiculed Zhao Mengfu for his forgetting about the dynasty of his youth.
Zhao Mengfu's dual roles of being a southerner and a member of the Song royal family
Ren Daobin, Zhao Mengfu xinian, p. 52.
25 Mou Yan, Moushi lingyangji £ K^P§H, SKQS edition, 1 :6 b.
26
Tongzhi chongxiu Suzhoufuzhi MffiMWM'NiffiM, Jiangsu shuju 1883 edition, 78:24b,
quoted by Li Chu-tsing [Zhujin], "Zhao Mengfu shi Yuan de jizhong wenti" ^.^M^7t^]^M
PnjH, in Feng Pingshan tushuguanjinxijinian lunwenji (1932-1982) M^iUMW$$&T&&L'&tfo
jtH (1932-1982), Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press #*#^ftf&?±, 1982, p. 350.
13
brought many severe criticisms from these Song loyalists when he entered service in the
Yuan court. To serve or not to serve remained a moral dilemma that haunted Zhao
Mengfu for the rest of his life.
Serving in the court provided Zhao Mengfu opportunities for traveling back and
forth from the south to the north, occasions to encounter some art works that previously
could not be seen before the reunification under the Yuan, and communication with
northerners on cultural issues. According to Ren Daobin's Zhao Mengfu xinian, Zhao
Mengfu lived and traveled between the south and the north— about 17 years in the north
and 22 years in the south, and developed unique feelings for both regions, especially for
the south. Huzhou, Zhao Mengfu's hometown, about fifty miles north ofHangzhou, in Li
Chu-tsing's words, was "a scenic, wealthy, and cultured prefecture" that "played a vital
role in Chinese history for centuries" and attained "its greatest significance during the
27
early Yuan." When Zhao Mengfu was young, he was one of the Eight Talents of
Wuxing (an old administrative name for Huzhou during the Three Kingdoms, Tang, and
Song) Af£, famous for their talents in poetry writing. Many cultural events of the
early Yuan took place in the nearby city of Hangzhou and Zhao Mengfu was actively
involved in the literary circles there after he returned to the south from Ji'nan in 1296.28
The cultural activities that took place in the Jiangnan area were recorded by
literary men, and some will be discussed in the third chapter. Taking Zhao Mengfu's
27
Li Chu-tsing, "The Role of Wu-hsing," p. 331.
28
Marilyn Wong Fu, "The Impact of the Re-unification," pp. 371-433; Li Chu-tsing, "The Role
of Wu-hsing [Wuxing]," pp. 331-370; and Liu Guan WW, "Colophon to Xianyu Boji's Letter to
Qiu Yanzhong [Yanzhong, the public name of Qiu E (1250-1300)]" &#Tfflj&lS0lJ^'h«te,
in Liu daizhi wenji WffiMJcM, SBCK edition, Juan 18, quoted in and translated by Marilyn
Wong Fu, "The Impact of the Reunification," pp. 376-378.
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personal experience as an example: in 1295 when he returned to Huzhou and met with
Zhou Mi (1232-1298),29 he displayed his collections of paintings, calligraphy and
antiques, and the two of them wrote poems matching each other's rhymes. Later that ye
Zhao Mengfu praised the beautiful scenery of the Magpie Mountain gldj in Ji'nan to
Zhou Mi and painted the famous "Quehua qiuse tu" g«#cfe|I for him. In the second
month of 1298, Zhao Mengfu was involved in various cultural activities in the
Southland:30
On the eighth day of the month,
Zhao Mengfu wrote a copy of Fang Hui's ^flU (1227-1307, from She County
tfcH, present Anhui) "An Account of Living Among Bamboos" /gfriE for his
friend Cao Hefu WIO^" (b. 1274, from Huating present Jiangsu).
On the fifteenth day,
Dai Biaoyuan M^ilt (1244-1310, from Fenghua ^it, present Zhejiang) wrote
a preface for Zhao Mengfu's collected works Songxuezhai ji WlS^.
On the twentieth day,
Zhao Mengfu visited the scenic spots along the West Lake, together with
Minister Zhang Hanchen ^vIE and Transport Marquis Fei Beishan ft^bUU.
On the twenty-third day,
Zhao Mengfu met with friends from various places in the south and north at one
of his best friends, Xianyu Shu's H (1257-1302, from Yuyang $111,
present Hebei) house to enjoy one of Guo Zhongshu's (?-977) paintings
and Wang Xizhi's (321-379 or 303-361) calligraphy. The southerners
present in the gathering were Zhou Mi (his place of registry was Qizhou WH,
present Shandong, later his family moved to Qiantang present Zhejiang),
Zhang Bochun Witly$ (1243-1302, from Jiaxing J^PI, present Zhejiang), Wang
Zhi i£ (fl 1285-1300?, from Qiantang), Deng Wenyuan §&£IK( 1258- 1328,
from Mianzhou M^H, present Sichuan), and Zhao Mengfu etc.; and the
29 Zhou Mi was a prominent writer and connoisseur, and an organizer ofmany cultural activities
in Hangzhou.
30
According to Ren Daobin, Xinian, pp. 80-82 and Fu, "The Impact of the Reunification," pp.
380-381.
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northerners present were Guo Tianxi (b. 1244, from Datong
present Shanxi), Ma Xu Hlfij (1244-1316, from Cizhou »H, present Hebei)
Qiao Kuicheng (fl. 1270-1313?, from Yanjing MM, present Hebei),
'
Lian Xigong (1240-1300, from Dadu, Uighur), Li Kan ^ftj (1245-1320,
from JiqiuM, present Hebei), and Xianyu Shu etc. 31
The above shows that Zhao Mengfu, as a calligrapher, painter, and poet, participated in
many cultural activities after his return to the south in 1295, and shared the same interests
with friends from both regions.
Zhao Mengfu left about four hundred and fifty poems. Among them, about one
tenth can be clearly identified as written about the Southland, Jiangnan This might
be explained away as Zhao's natural overflow of nostalgia. But being born a southerner,
having spent his life both in the south and in the north, and having had special life
experiences, Zhao Mengfu' s particular treatment in his poetry of the image of Jiangnan,
the southland, both as a geographical concept and as a cultural construct, gives us a rare
opportunity to observe how the process of a writer's life experience is manifested in
literary and cultural expressions. For my study, I want to examine what kind of Jiangnan
images Zhao Mengfu presented, besides nostalgia, whether there are other reasons for the
high frequency of the images of Jiangnan in Zhao Mengfu' s poems, and what the
similarities and differences are between the images of Jiangnan presented in Zhao
Mengfu' s poetry and those appearing in poems before Zhao Mengfu' s time. I will try to
answer these questions in the following pages.
31 Deng Wenyuan was one of the prominent calligraphers of the Yuan. Zhang Bochun was Zhao
Mengfu's brother-in-law. Guo Tianxi was a renowned connoisseur of paintings and calligraphy.
According to Ren Daobin's Xinian, the rest ofthem were also famous for their personal
collections and interests in antiquities.
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CHAPTER 2
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT OF JIANGNAN
Jiangnan refers to the land south of the Yangtze River, sometimes specifically
the lower reaches of the Yangtze River. Since Zhao Mengfu was a person from the lower
reaches of the Yangtze River and in his poems Jiangnan mostly refers to that area, I will
focus on the narrower definition in my study.
From the perspective of Chinese history, the Jiangnan area developed from an
exotic and uncivilized region to one that is almost symbolic for cultural elegance and
civilization as well as enjoyment and relaxation. In Chinese literature, the image of
Jiangnan was used to express nostalgia, as well as used as a symbol for a life style, or as a
symbol to express the sadness related to the fall of the various southern dynasties that
once flourished in the Jiangnan area and thus to a sigh over the fall of past glory. It is
therefore not merely a geographical concept but also a culturally constructed one.
The development of the concept of Jiangnan began with the Three Kingdoms,
continued through the Southern and Northern Dynasties, the Sui and the Tang, the
Northern Song, and then reached a pivotal point in the Southern Song. The geographical
and cultural concepts of Jiangnan appeared in Spring and Autumn and Warring States
texts, but the differences between the south and the north were not given much attention
until the Three Kingdoms and the Southern and Northern Dynasties. Although the Sui
dynasty (581-618) lasted for less than forty years, it was a very important link in the
development of the Jiangnan image because of the reunification of the Han culture area
—
before the Sui, the south and the north had been separated politically for a considerably
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long period of time. Gaps already appeared between the north and the south,32 and the
reunification (589) under the Sui made it possible for the north and the south to interact
with each other more intensely. The Tang and the Northern Song saw steady economic
and cultural development of the south. During the Southern Song, with the political
center moved to the southeast, Jiangnan had an unprecedented opportunity to develop
both economically and culturally.33 1 will elaborate on this in the following pages.
The geographical region of Jiangnan appears in the Zuozhuan under the
third year of Duke Zhao ofLu (539 B.C.): 34
In the tenth month, the Count ofZheng went to Chu and Zichan accompanied
him as a chief minister. The Viscount ofChu gave a banquet for the Count of
Zheng and performed "Auspicious Day"35 for him. After the banquet, Zichan
made preparations for hunting: the King is going for a hunt in Meng south of the
River.
32 _ .One year after the Sui reunification, an uprising arose in the Jiangnan region. Due to the long
time separation since the Three Kingdoms period, people in the North and the South had lived
under different administrative systems and developed different lifestyles. The quick conquest of
the Sui made people in the Jiangnan region to oppose the new government. Many leaders of the
rebellion were from powerful families in the south. The conflict between the powerful families of
Jiangnan and the new government was one obvious cause for the uprising. See Dong Chuping W.
Jt5?, "Wu-Yue wenhua de sanci fazhan jiyu," pp. 133-137.
33
For a general survey of the different stages of the development of Jiangnan, see Dong Chuping
Kg?, "Wu-Yue wenhua de sanci fazhan jiyu" ^jffijtifcWH^8S*lii (Three
Opportunities in the Development of Wu-Yue Culture), Zhejiang shehui kexue ijfr02!±#£f^ no.
5 (2001): 133-137.
34
Zuozhuan zhushuji buzheng 2E^t£$l&MlE 9 Taibei: Shijie Shuju IftlMI jlj, 1963, vol. 42, p.
12. The date of composition of Zuozhuan is still not fully identified. Some researchers argue that
it was actually written in the Warring States period instead of the Spring and Autumn period.
Since I have not seen the relevant research, here I will treat it as a Spring and Autumn period text.
35
"Auspicious Day" rf 0 is poem number 1 80 in The Book ofOdes.
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Here, meng W refers to YunmengW (the territory of present Hunan and Hubei
Provinces), part ofwhich was to the south of the Yangtze River. During the Spring and
Autumn and Warring States periods the territories ofWu % (present Suzhou region) and
Yue j(£ (present northern Zhejiang) were in the lower reaches of the Yangtze River.36
During the Han dynasty, the word Jiangnan appeared frequently in works such
as the Erya MB, Shiji and Wu-Yue chunqiu ^##C.37 For the Three Kingdoms
and the Southern and Northern Dynasties periods,jiangdong ¥L$L andjiangzuo tLic.
were the popular terms used to refer to the area south of the Yangtze River: Jiangdong
refers to the east of the Yangtze River, the area along the southern bank of the river
between present day Wuhu and Nanjing; it was also calledjiangzuo, because the east was
the left and the west the right if you look from north to south. In the Tang and the Song,
jiangdong became an administrative term. During the Kaiyuan (713-741) reign period in
the Tang, the Jiangnan region was divided into Eastern Jiangnan (seat in present day
Suzhou) and Western Jiangnan (seat in Hongzhou, present Nanchang of Jiangxi). The
Song followed the Tang pattern, but the seat of Eastern Jiangnan was relocated to
Jiangning (present Nanjing) and the seat of Western Jiangnan was still Hongzhou. During
During the Spring and Autumn and the Warring States periods, besides Wu and Yue, the states
along the Yangtze River were Shu JU, Ba EL, Chu 1st. Shu and Ba were in central and eastern
Sichuan respectively, Chu was farther down the Yangtze River and one of the most important
states of the time. See Carl Whiting Bishop, "The Beginnings ofNorth and South in China," in
Pacific Affairs (1934) 7.3: 297-325.
37
See Erya US, annotated by Guo Pu liSJl (276-324), SBBY edition, vol. 7, la; 8a; Shiji suoyin
5Lt£^PI, ed. Huang Fuluan ^HH, Hong Kong: Xianggang zhongwen daxue chongji shuyuan
yuandong xueshu yanjiusuo^m^XX^mmm^M^m^, 1963, p. 395; A
Concordance to the Wu-Yue Chunqiu ^^#I«CM^^^I, ed. D. C. Lau giJiSff, Hong Kong:
Shangwu yinshuguan, 1993, p. 147.
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the Yuan, the Jiangnan region was integrated into the Jiang-Zhe Branch Secretariat tLffi
ff4f. It was established in 1284 with the administrative seat at Hangzhou.
The cultural concept of Jiangnan developed together with its geographical and
administrative concept. The great poet Qu Yuan MW\ (ca. 340-278 B.C.) made the
famous summon at the end of his "Calling Back the Soul" (Zhaohun M): "O soul!
Turn back! Have pity on the Southland" ^fcfr*, &tC«|.M The deep pain and great
enthusiasm shown in this poem were expressed by Qu Yuan, the outcast poet and
statesman of the Chu for the hopeless reality of Chu as well as from the love for his
homeland. Since then, the image of Jiangnan, a region carrying both beloved and painful
memories, has entered people's visions.
The north had been the cultural and economic center of the Han culture
dominated area, since this culture originated in the Yellow River region. In contrast, the
south, with different natural and cultural environments, had been considered as an exotic
and underdeveloped region. In the Three Kingdoms period, when Lu Ji l&flR (261-303),
from Wu Prefecture present Suzhou, originally an official in the state of Wu, went
to Luoyang to seek official position ten years after Wu was conquered by the Western Jin
(265-316), he paid a visit to Wang Ji £#f (from Jinyang present Taiyuan of
Shanxi) at Luoyang, son-in-law of Emperor Wu of Jin (r. 265-290). Wang Ji displayed
several bowls of goat cheese before Lu and asked arrogantly: "What can compete with
The English translation is from Stephen Owen, An Anthology ofChinese Literature-
Beginnings to 1911, New York: W. W. Norton & Company, p. 21 1
.
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this in your hometown, East of the Yangtze River" gipm^M l^lth?39 The anecdote
conveys an important message of the time: the northerners had a sense of superiority over
the southerners, both culturally and economically. Almost at the same time, in the
"Rhapsody on the Three Capitals"H«, Zuo Si £® (2507-305?), who was from the
northern city of Linzi M, represented the three capitals quite differently: for the
western state of Shu, he emphasized its geographical advantage; for the capital of the
southern state of Wu, he emphasized its economic prosperity; and for the capital of the
northern state of Wei, he emphasized its culture. This once again demonstrated that
during this period, both the north and the south were developing, but the north had
cultural and economic dominance over the south.
During the time of the Southern and Northern Dynasties, a Liang (502-557)
literary man, Qiu Chi fzM (464-508), who came from the same place as Zhao Mengfu,
wrote a famous letter to Chen Bozhi ^162. in the then popular parallel prose style. In
the letter, Qiu tried to persuade Chen, who came from the south and formerly served in
the southern state of Liang, but now was a general in the northern state of Wei (386-534),
to surrender to Liang by describing the beautiful scenery of the south: "In the third month
of late spring, the grass is growing in the Jiangnan area, trees are blossoming with all
kinds of flowers, and oriole flocks are flying everywhere" H^jfe
$t, llifl!.
40 The images here are so vivid that they have since become standard
expressions for beautiful spring scenes in Jiangnan; they also signify the beginning of an
39
Liu Yiqing 3!]^J£ (403-444), Shishuoxinyu tftfftfrlg, Hong Kong: Zhonghua shuju, 1978, p.
21.
40 Qiu Chi, "Yu Chen Bozhi shu" RfaitiZ% in Lidaipianwen xuan Sftlt ed. Zhang
Renqing, Taibei: Taiwan zhonghua shuju, 1965, p. 118.
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attractive image of Jiangnan. But the Jiangnan region at this time still could not compete
with the north overall. All of the emperors of the Eastern Jin (317-420) and the Southern
Dynasties and many of the officials were emigrants from the north, or descendants of
northerners, who fled to the south at the fall of the north to non-Chinese tribes in the early
fourth century.
41
In 589, the Sui emperor Yang Jian (581-604) reunited the Han culture area
ending three hundred years of division. Due to the long time separation since the Three
Kingdoms period, people in the North and the South had lived under different
administrative systems and developed different lifestyles. The differences in literary
styles in the north and the south were also noticed in the preface to the collected
biographies of literary men in the History ofSui ffiWJC&Whf: 42
They [literary men from the south and the north] liked and esteemed different
styles. The music modes to the Left of the Yangtze River were swift and quick,
and they valued elegance and beauty. The meanings of words to the north of the
Yellow River were pure and vigorous, and they valued vigor and substance.
This judgment of the south can also be confirmed in poems of the time about the
south. Yang Guang WofM (569-618), second and last emperor of the Sui (r. 605-618),
wrote two famous poems titled "Spring River on a Night in the Second Month"
^ in which he described a spring night in the south. The spring river, the blossoms, the
41
See Dong Chuping, "Wu-Yue wenhua de sanci fazhan jiyu," pp. 133-137.
42
Suishu Ptft, comp. Wei ZhengM (580-643) and Zhangsun Wuji (d. 569), SBBY
edition, vol. 72, p. 2.
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dew, the moon light, and the myth
lively, and refreshing: 43
i—all of these are typical scenes of Jiangnan, pure,
WtL^^fiWl, The sunset river is still and motionless;
#?£$|IE §f1
.
the spring flowers just opened in full blossom.
WdkMft Flowing waves take the moon away;
M 7K$j*Ji5te. tidal waters carry back the stars.
II^Tfc^, The night dew bears the fragrance of the blossoms;
B W. the moonlight is moving in the spring lake.
MTkMfflfiK, I meet the wandering girl of the Han River,
M ) 1 1 {I^ #2. and encounter the two concubines of the Xiang
Stream.
44
Although born a northerner, Yang Guang was obviously attracted to the South.
But the image of Jiangnan could vary among individuals. The northerner, Sun Wanshou
f&MM (fl. 560-610?) once wrote a poem titled "Guarding the Frontier Far to the South
I
Yang Guang, "Spring River on a Night in the Second Month" #£E#:B $U quoted in Xianqin
hanwei nanbeichao shi fcWMMMiYMIrf, ed. Lu Qinli M$kiL, Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1983,
p. 2663.
44 The wandering girl in this poem refers to the Goddess of the Han River, and the two
concubines of the Xiang Stream refer to E'huang Jl and Niiying ic$k, the concubines of the
mythical culture hero Shun
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of the Yangtze River, I Send This Poem to My Good Friends in the Capital" jfij^ff
which included the following two couplets:45
HatH^li, Jia Yi (B.C. 201-169) was demoted to the kingdom of Changsha;
ffl¥fttfCttf. Qu Ping [Yuan] was exiled to the shores of the Xiang River.
tL^iM^tik, The south of the Yangtze River is a land of fever-swamps,46
^ME
.
and has been a place for banished ministers.
In most of this poem the poet speaks of missing his family and friends and recalling the
happy times when he was in the capital. But along with his nostalgia, as noted above, Sun
Wanshou also depicted Jiangnan as a barbaric, uncivilized, and remote region.
In contrast, the southern poet Chen Ziliang Wf & (575-632) wrote a poem
titled "On a Spring Day in the Northern Frontier, I think of Returning Home" ^E^k#
S&il: 47
3%iC^##Lijj||, The green mountains in my hometown at Wuhui are far away.
fkffifflMfaWM. The white clouds of the passes on the border with other
lands are thick.
45 Sun Wanshou, "Guarding the Frontier Far in the South of the Yangtze River, I Send This Poem
to My Good Friends in the Capital" iS^fell^^M §2$? quoted wXianqin hanwei nanbeichao
shi, pp. 2638-2639.
46 We see the echo of this image later in the eighth century poet Du Fu's t±$J "Dreaming of Li
Bai" 11$ S : "The south of the river is a land of fever-swamps; I have no news of you the exiled
wanderer" iH&MM. See Quantangshi Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1960,
p. 2289.
47 Chen Ziliang, "On a Spring Day in the Northern Frontier, I think of Returning Home" iUt
# 0 Quantang shi, p. 498.
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^fWS-^TR Because ofmy sadness as a traveler, I shed my tears often.
How can I stand the spring scenery: it only makes me
sadder.
Here the poet describes how a southerner especially missed his hometown in the
springtime. Comparing these two poems, we can see totally different perspectives on the
North and the South: in the work of a northerner, the Jiangnan region was still depicted as
a barbaric place; while for the southerners, the Southland was their home region full of
sweet memories and beautiful scenery.
In the Tang dynasty, poems about Jiangnan became more abundant, for example,
the famous Jiangnan poems by Bai Juyi jlM (772-846) and Wei Zhuang #j£ (836-
48
910). In his lyric songs, Wei Zhuang, a northerner from Duling tfclBg (present Chang'an
County of Shaanxi), urged people to stay in the south and not go home:49
AA^^il^if
,
Everyone says that the Southland's fine,
MARo UM%. in the South the traveler should remain till old and gray
48
For example, Bai Juyi, "Missing Jiangnan" tl£t$|: "The Southland is a good place with the
scenery was once familiar to me. When the sun rises, the flowers by the river are redder than fire.
When the spring comes, the waters are green like the indigo plant. How can I not miss the
southland?" tt.jW,AM*ft 0 ^KMlB'K #*ai2M$$HM, f^ttiM, see Quan
Tangshi, p. 5196; Wei Zhuang, "Waking from a Dream at Hanshan Inn" "Before
I was used to leave home for travel. Regarding it as of no importance and waving my sleeves, I
was a stranger at the remote comers of the earth. Facing the lamp, I woke up from a dream about
the southland. I got up sad and saw that the mountain moon had already gone aslant" tf^0£WHIl
JM, ^mW^i^m. Mf&*0j/!l4, see Quan Tangshi, p. 8023.
49
For the following two Chinese text, see Quan Tang shi, p. 10075; the English translation is
based on Stephen Owen, An Anthology ofChinese Literature: Beginnings to 1911, pp. 566-567.
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Springtime waters are bluer than the sky,
in a painted boat lie, listening to the rain.
Beside the wine jar, a girl's face like
I
the | moon.
her gleaming wrists like compacted snow.
Never go home until you are old!
for if you go home, it will surely break your heart.
This poem provides important information on the concept of Jiangnan: the attractive
image of Jiangnan was already commonly accepted by people at the time AAit/fij
#? , at least from Wei Zhuang's point of view. In the fourth song of the same lyric, Wei
Zhuang described his joyful recollection of Jiangnan which enhanced the enjoyable and
relaxing images of Jiangnan in people's minds:
fln^SlWl'lfo^, And now I think back on the Southland's joys,
,7, II V 'I '> / f f . a youth in those days, my spring clothes thin,
IftJ.'jf"] I rode my horse by the slanting bridge,
yfifitSsMlllfi. and the upper rooms were filled with red sleeves
beckoning.
WMfaM #1, An azure screen with hinges of gold,
fif A#sj[*Tif . drunk, I spent nights among clumps of flowers.
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itWMftU, When I now catch sight of branches in bloom,
6 >FH. I vow not to go home till my hair is white.
In the Tang, there were considerably more poets from the south who must have
contributed to the development of the image of Jiangnan. According to Jing Xiadong, in
Quart Tang shi and Quan Tang shi bubian, the southern poets who have extant poems
comprise one tenth to the Tang poets, and the number of the poems written by the
southern poets comprise one fifth of the extant Tang poems. He considers this not only
due to the social, political, and economic development of the Tang, but also to the special
geographical characteristics and the cultural tradition of Jiangnan. 50
Furthermore, the rebellion ofAn Lushan ^$dj and Shi Siming
between 755 and 762 also provided an opportunity for the development of Jiangnan in
Chinese history. 51 Because rebellion mainly occurred in the north, many people fled to
the south. Li Bai's couplet "the northern enemies from the three rivers were in torpid and
people from the four seas fly to the south as if in the Yongjia reign" HjlUbJ&IUinJfr, E
MiMftU&M refers to this situation.52
From 907 to 960, the western reach of the lower Yangtze region was occupied
first by the kingdom ofWu ^ (919-937) and then by the kingdom of the Southern Tang
50
Jing Xiadong "Tang Wudai jiangnan diqu shige chuangzuo jiben zhuangkuang shulun"
BRK&ftfo&W9i®\ft%*ftU&T&,Xueshuyuekm ^M^fiJ no. 8 (2001): 84-90.
51 Dong Chuping, "Wu-Yue wenhua de sanci fazhan jiyu," 133-137.
52
Li Bai ^ fi, "Yongwang dongxun ge" ?%^.MMWt, in Wang Qi annotator, Li Taibai
jizhu SKQS edition, 8.8b. Yongjia JSiM here refers to the rebellion that happened in
the fifth year of the Yongjia reign (3 1 1 ) of the Western Jin 2§ff , the Huns captured the capital
Luoyang and Emperor Huai.
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l£jf (937-958), while the eastern reach was occupied by the kingdom of Wuyue
(908-932). In a poem written by Han Xizai f$f$g (902-970), an official of the Southern
Tang, however, we see a different story from that of the Sui poets: 53
Zft^tLikA, Originally I was a person from north of the River,
£ f£ SX^§
.
and later I became a stranger south of the River.
^i'JtUbJte, When I came back north of the River,
^ @ MffittHi. I no longer had acquaintances.
WnHi^fc, I'd better return to the south,
£MWAtit. because in the south, there are people who remember me.
In this poem, the boundary between the south and the north disappears, and the message
conveyed is: wherever your friends are, there your home is.
During the Northern Song, a famous lyric song written by Liu Yong $$7% (?-
1053) recorded the beautiful scenes and the prosperity of Hangzhou: 54
[Qiantang is a place with] an advantageous terrain in the southeast region and
was the capital of the Wu. It has been flourishing since ancient time. There are
mist-covered willows, painted bridges, kingfisher-blue curtains in the wind, and
53
In Zheng Wenbao %1Ct (953-1013), Nantangjinshi 3fJtifi:#, In Xu baichuan xuehai HfiM
)WM, comp. Wu Yong ^7% (1865-1936), Taibei: Xinxing shuju youxian gongsi fr^MW
1970, p. 851.
54
Liu Yong, "Watching the Ocean Tides" WMM, in Quart Songci ±%.&\, ed. Tang Guizhang
Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1965, p. 39.
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a hundred thousand houses located all about. There are tall trees along the dikes
and the roaring waves roll up like frost and snow. Qiantang has a natural barrier
without an end. Pearls and Jades are displayed in the markets and the houses are
filled with fine silks. People compete in their luxurious lives.
The numerous lakes and the mountains piled one upon another are pure and
beautiful scenes. There are the autumn cassia buds and ten li of lotus flowers.
On fine days, people perform Tibetan pipes, and in the night the songs of the
water-caltrop pickers rise. The old fishers and the kids playing around the lotus
pond smile in happiness. A thousand cavalrymen attend the Prefect, who listens
to the piping and drumming on the spur of the drunken moment, and recites
poems while enjoying the mist and rosy clouds in the twilight. Someday, he will
draw this beautiful scenery and bring the picture to the court to show off.
lie, tL^km, mi mmmm, a***, m^nxm. m
Liu Yong elaborately and enjoyably presents a beautiful, wealthy, relaxed, and civilized
image of eleventh century Hangzhou to us which is more thorough than that ofWei
Zhuang's. This song completely established the image of Jiangnan in the minds of later
29
generations. According to legend, the Jin & (1 1 15-1234) emperor intended to conquer
the south after reading this poem. 55
After the fall of the north and with the Song capital being moved from Bianliang
ff^ to Hangzhou, the economic and cultural center of the Hans moved to the south as
well. The land south of the Yangtze River had the opportunity to develop intensively, and
the lower reaches of the Yangtze River were no longer associated with exoticism and
barbarism. For details about the prosperity of South China at this time, the various
Miscellaneous Notes produced during the Song and the early Yuan provide huge
amount of information.56 Scholars agree that the culture of Jiangnan reached its peak at
this time.
57
On the one hand, the South is more and more thought of as a sweet and beautiful
place, an area of civility and leisure. On the other hand, as mentioned above, Jiangnan
was also related to the memory of the fall of various southern dynasties, and the loss of
past glories. This mixed image originated in Qu Yuan's poetry and was further developed
in Yu Xin's Min (513-581) "Lament for the South" MtL&ffi. In the third year of the
Chengsheng reign of Emperor Yuan of Liang (554), Yu Xin was sent as an envoy to
the Western Wei (535-557). Not long after he arrived at Chang'an, capital of the Western
Wei, the Western Wei conquered Jiangling tCM, capital of Liang, and killed Emperor
55
See Luo Dajing Sl$M (1 196-1252). Helinyulu ttfaSM, in Bijixiaoshuo daguan xubian $
tfi /ha&^ll&!$l, Taibei: Xinxing shuju youxian gongsi frH#^WPS^^, 1973, vol. 4, p.
2282.
56
See for example Nai Deweng W€M (fl. 1234-1236), Duchengjisheng Wu Zimu
£ g #t (fl. 1270), Mengliang lu ; Anon. Xihu laorenfansheng lu WM%A%$t&; and
Zhou Mi Wulinjiushi S£#f|<P and Yunyan guoyan lu iMiiBflifc, and others.
57
Frederick W. Mote, Imperial China 900-1800. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1999, pp. 323-350.
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Yuan. Yu Xin was detained in Chang'an and held offices both in the Western Wei and
later in its successor dynasty, Northern Zhou (557-581). "Lament for the South"
describes the sadness of his life experiences and his nostalgic memories of the south. Yu
Xin's life was similar to that ofZhao Mengfu, because both experienced the decline of
their families and both served in an alien court that had conquered the dynasty of their
youth. But Yu Xin never had the opportunity to return to the south, and the sadness in his
works is much heavier than that in Zhao Mengfu' s poems— at the end of this parallel
prose essay, Yu Xin sighed: 58
But how can they know that the one hunting at night below Pa-ling [Baling] still
is the General of past times, among the commoners of Hsien-yang [Xianyang,
present the territory west to the Chang'an County, Shaanxi], not only the
Prince longs for home?
Yu Xin's "Lament for the South" greatly influenced later literary men. Many
poets after the Southern Dynasties composed poems on the fall of the Southern Dynasties
or other dynasties in the south. Among them, Du Mu's f±$C (803-852) poems were the
58
For the Chinese text, see Yu Zishan ji Urf lLiM, SBCK edition, p. 23; for the English
translation, see William T. Graham, Jr, 'The Lamentfor the South ': Yu Hsin 's [YuXin] 'Ai
Chiang-nan [Jiangnan] Fu \ Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980, p. 103.
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most famous.59 At the beginning of the Northern Song, some of the Xikun ®& poets
also titled their poems "The Southern Dynasties" M.60 After the fall of the Southern
Song, the image of Jiangnan as a memory of a fallen dynasty was once again awakened
and reinforced. The large quantity of Miscellaneous Notes about Hangzhou, or the south
in general, written during the late Southern Song and early Yuan is evidence of that. In
Mengliang lu for example, Wu Zimu H g recorded in detail the glory of
Hangzhou. His preface tells us what motivated his writing: 61
The time is different and the circumstance changed. The prosperity of the cities,
ponds, and gardens, and the flourishing of the customs and people: how can we'
keep them vital as before? When I think of the past, it is like a dream. Therefore
I named it Record ofA Yellow-Millet Dream.62
*»jt«, mm^mzn, msAwzm, ^unfflmm^nt mimm,
59
See for example, Du Mu's "Mooring on the Qinhuai River" "Mist veils the cold
stream, and moonlight the sand, As I moor in the shadow of a river-tavern, where girls, with no
thought of a perished kingdom, Gaily echo a Song of Courtyard Flowers" M^MAH $#3
f^&^£n£Stg, mtLtftmfsMtt, in Quart Tangshi, p. 5980; for English
translation, see Witter Bynner, The Jade Mountain, New York: Alfred A. Knopf Company, rpt.
1960, p. 176.
60
See Xikun chouchangji 0 ^Stl^H, comp. Yang Yi *ltt (974-1020) et al., SBCK edition, p.
3. Xikun was the mythical imperial library for emperors. In the early Northern Song, Yang Yi,
Liu Yun (971-1031), Qian Weiyan $£tl$! (962-1034), and others, who were compiling
Cefuyuangui ffiffijL^L in the imperial library, wrote poems and rhymed with each other's poems
which later were collected by Yang Yi into Xikun chouchangji. And these poets were labeled the
Xikun School.
61
See Wu Zimu, Mengliang lu, in Dongjing menghua lu, Duchengjisheng, Xihu laorenfansheng
lu, Mengliang lu, Wulinjiushi MPs^^, M^AJKilft, SSttSlh p. 1
According to Wu Zimu's preface, "mengliang" refers to the dream recorded in Tang stories
ZhemhongJi tfc^lfi about a man who had all sorts of wonderful experiences in a dream only to
discover that he had just dozed off briefly while having his millet cooked. This dream is used to
imply that all prosperity and glory are just like an evanescent dream. See Shen Jiji ¥)C$M (750?-
797), Zhemhongjl in Tangren chuanqi xiaoshuoji MAfil rH^^, Taibei: Shijie shuju tftlf-
S^, 1969, pp. 37-39.
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The lament for the south had become an everlasting topic in literary history and deeply
embedded in the literary tradition.
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CHAPTER 3
THE REAWAKENING OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL SENSE OF THE SOUTH AND
THE NORTH IN THE EARLY YUAN
In 1260, the Mongolians conquered North China and in 1276 further conquered
the Southern Song, once again bringing reunification to the Han culture area. The change
from Han to alien rule affected the Han people both administratively and psychologically,
especially the literati class. Many ofthem had difficulties accepting alien rule and
regarded the Mongolians as uncivilized tribesmen.63
During the conquest of the Southern Song, the Mongolians killed a large number
of Han Chinese and in some extreme cases destroyed an entire city that resisted them. Hu
Zhiyu #jffti§ (1227-1294) once presented a memorial to the throne in which he depicted
the suffering of the people:64
Ever since [the South] was attached [to the Yuan], soldiers and officials were
addicted to killing. This caused the southerners to rebel. After the army
suppressed the rebellions, soldiers and officials indulged in plundering. Goods,
valuables, men and women all fell to the hands of the officials; heroic people
and great families of the south were killed by the sharp points and blades of
weapons. If a rebellion arose in a county, the whole county would be burnt to
ashes; if a rebellion arose in a prefecture, the whole prefecture would be ground
into wasteland.
&tif *'J&m$j, ML6i#, aysam-,m^ww
63
See for example Wang Yi 1^, "Shizhai xiansheng yugong mubiao" Bvff^5fc£#&llj^, in
Wang Wenzhonggongji 3£3tJi&&li, Qiankun zhengqiji tfctylEM^k edition, vol. 185, p. 5594.
64 Hu Zhiyu #jfftill, "Memorial on the Suffering of the People" KFfflJ&iSr/fcR, in Zishan daquanji
lljX±M, SKQS edition, 23 : 1 4b.
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The most notorious case was the three days of carnage in the city of Yangzhou.
Consequently the literati bore hatred of the Mongolians for destroying both the Southern
Song dynasty and their dignity.
The social environment of the Han literati also changed after the fall of the Song.
Among the changes, the most disappointing one might be the abolishment of the civil
service examinations, which deprived literary men a route toward gaining official status.
The last examination in the Jin dynasty was held in 1233, and the last in the Southern
Song was in 1274. Even after the reinstatement of the examination by the Yuan in 1315,
half of the prestigiousy/zw/?/ degrees were awarded to Mongolians and Western Asians
who only needed to pass a low level examination.65
Another important policy that directly affected the Han literati's social status
was the four class categorization system implemented by Khubilai Khan at the beginning
of the Yuan. According to this categorization, the population was divided into four
different ranks: the Mongolians, the Colored Eyes (Western Asians, Central Asians, and
Inner Asians, etc.), the Han people in the North, and the Han people in the South. The
Mongolians and the Colored Eyes were the two privileged groups under the Yuan.
Besides the four legal classes mentioned above, there were "ten ranks" for the
Han people after Khubilai's conquest. Among the ten ranks, the top two were
government officials and clerks. Confucian scholars were in ninth place, preceded by
prostitutes and followed only by beggars. Even if Han Chinese literati held office in the
65
Frederick W. Mote, "Chinese Society under Mongol Rule, 1215-1368," in The Cambridge
History ofChina: Alien Regimes and Border States, ed. H. Franke and D. Twitched:, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1994, p. 638.
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court, it was impossible for them to reach the chief official positions in each level.66 A
detailed account of the different treatment allotted to officials from different ethnic
groups can be seen in Meng Siming's t«B| (1908-1974) Yuandai shehuijieji zhidu 67
This also explains why, as a high ranking official, Zhao Mengfu still encountered
hostility and distrust from Mongolian officials.68
Most of the Song loyalists, although they refused to serve the new regime and
therefore withdrew from political life, were very involved in cultural activities and
considered themselves as representatives of traditional Han cultural values.69 There were
also people, like Zhao Mengfu, labeled by Jennifer Jay as the "marginal loyalists,"70 who
decided to hold office in the new government. What made Zhao Mengfu' s life even more
controversial was his being a member of the Song royal family but still willing to hold
office under the Yuan; because of this, he was especially criticized by Ming scholars. 71
66
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Song Lian et al., comp., Yuanshi: baiguan zhi 7U^: Wb^, p. 2120
Meng Siming, Yuandai shehuijieji zhidu 7Gft##Pg«iJjg, in "Supplement ofYenching
Journal ofChinese Studies (1933-1948)," vol. 21, Beiping: Harvard-Yenching institute, 1938,
photocopied by Taibei: Dongfang wenhua shuju, 1973, pp. 36-62.
Song Lian et al., comp., Yuan shi, pp. 4018-4022.
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Richard John Lynn, "Traditional Chinese Poetry Societies: A Case Study of the Moon Spring
Society (Pujiang, Zhejiang, 1286/7)," in La Societe civileface a I 'etat: dans les traditions chinois,
japonaise, coreenne et vietnamienne, ed. Leon Vandermeersch, Paris: Ecole fran9aise d'Extreme-
Orient, 1994, pp. 77-108.
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Jennifer W. Jay, preface to A Change in Dynasties: Loyalism in Thirteenth-Century China,
Bellingham: Western Washington University, 1991. In which, she identified three kinds of Song
loyalists: "the zhongyi [^Slt] loyalists who died during or for the Song cause; the yimin [iSK]
loyalists who survived the collapse of the dynasty and/or loyalists resistance and lived some years
under Mongol rule, and the marginal loyalists (a subgroup ofyimin) whose conduct during their
later years drew strong criticism from traditional historians."
Ming writers usually demeaned Zhao Mengfii by commenting on his works. For instance, one
colophon written on a bamboo painting of Zhao Mengfu says: "The bamboos drawn by Mister
Zhao are wide-spread in the world. How can drawing bamboo joints [integrity] be more difficult
than drawing bamboos? One disarrayed bamboo joint comes out over the lake; it is good enough
to be used as a fishing pole by people 9t±MYsMAf% 9 Mtt&inMWM. M-$»K±, ^
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To serve or not to serve became a moral issue that haunted Zhao Mengfu's life after the
fall of the Southern Song.
On the one hand, as Jay points out, "for these men [marginal loyalists] who lived
ten, twenty, or even thirty years after the fall of the Song to adhere to the narrow and
absolute dimensions of loyalty from 1276 to 1300 was virtually impossible and rarely
accomplished";72 on the other hand, the political reunification under the Yuan made a
certain number of Han literati feel excited about the potential for cultural interaction
between the North and the South, which had not been seen since the Sui Dynasty. In
addition, the Han Chinese literati's hostility toward alien rule began to dissipate after a
period of adjustment— and rationalization of the alien rule.
Therefore, although it seems that Mongol rule deepened the gap between the
Han and non-Han peoples, and that between the southerners and northerners, Yuan
reunification brought about some positive changes as well: it made possible, and
intensified, the interaction between different cultures and customs. Endicott-West
Ai&f£#/&¥." (Yu YonglinMM (Juren, 1528), Beichuang suoyu ikti&ffi, in Biji
xiaoshuo daguan shi'er Man nt^WiXWrV—^, Taibei: Xinxing shuju, 1974, p. 161, quoted
in Li Zhujin, "Zhao Mengfu shi Yuan de jizhong wenti," p. 35 1 .) Another colophon written on
Zhao Mengfu's "Picture of the Tiao River" says: "The son from the powerful family of Wuxing
moved into the jade hall; in his painting, the Tiao River is depicted like the Wang River. Looking
back, under the red trees in the green mountains, why is not there ten mu of field to grow melons?
SJ^^Iti, liUfWH. HtrWlMtlTF, IP&+eft#/Rffl." (Zhu Mouyin
(fl. 163 1), Huashi huiyao SKQS edition, 3:38b) On one ofZhao Mengfu's horse
paintings, a famous Ming painter, Shen Zhou ifcMl (1427-1509) wrote: "His angry eyes are
sparkling and his ears are like bamboo strips; with the quality of 'Chenghuang' (the name for a
mythical horse), he wanders in the southland. He is worth a thousand pieces of gold [but] no one
knows this; I laugh to see him bought and ridden by the northern tribesmen P$ i HH^fcM, tL
WffiM^M^. ^feift^LMAM, ^#$ftH*H." (Shen Zhou, "Ti Zhao Songxue huama" M
M,ftk!§AM, in Shitian shixuan ^ ffll^ilt, SKQS edition, 8:4a.) Through connecting Zhao
Mengfu's actual actions with the topics in his paintings, these Ming writers attacked him for
losing his integrity in order to serve in the new government.
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Jennifer W. Jay, A Change in Dynasties, p. 195.
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mentions the potential of Han Chinese officials' desire to learn the Mongolian written
language in order to advance their careers. She also cites data from other researchers to
illustrate the cultural interaction of the time: "[T]here were at least 46 Mongols who
excelled in Chinese scholarship, 26 Mongolian poets and playwrights who wrote in
Chinese, and 24 Mongolian painters and calligraphers."73
Researchers agree that the culture of northern China at this time was heavily
influenced by that of the Northern Song, since the north had been separated from the
south after 1 1 27. The different developmental patterns shaped by geographical factors
brought refreshment and excitement to the Han Chinese literati. Some literary men
whole-heartedly praised this effect in their poetry and prose writings. For example, Liu
Guan 1$M( 1270- 1342) remembered the cultural activities with admiration. He talked
about the interactions between the southerners and the northerners, and the influences the
northerners had on the southerners in great detail: 75
It has been noted before that during the Zhiyuan era (1264-1294), the
prominent persons from the Central Plain were extremely numerous. It was a
period of time which was not too distant from the fall of the Jin, and old
loyalists from the Song were still living. Roads and communications had just
undergone massive unification, and the weapons and banners [of the Mongol
army] were spread out in the four directions covering the Yangtze and Huai
Rivers. There were no longer any restrictions in travel between north and
south. Literary activity flowed freely, and northerners and southerners
admired and respected each other. Both were anxious to see each others'
Elizabeth Endicott-West, Mongolian Rule in China: Local Administration in the Yuan Dynasty,
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989, p. 123.
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Herbert Franke, "The Chin [Jin] dynasty: Scholarship, literature, and the arts," in The
Cambridge History ofChina, vol. 6, pp. 304-3 13; Marilyn Wong Fu, "The Impact of the
Reunification," pp. 372-376.
75
Liu Guan "Colophon to Xianyu Shu's Letter to Qiu Yanzhong [E] ," pp. 228-229; for
English translation, see Marilyn Wong Fu, "The Impact of the Reunification," pp. 376-378, with
minor stylistic adjustments.
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works, which had previously been inaccessible to them....Thus the scholars
of the Wu-Yue area were led to prominence by these several gentlemen
[from the north]
... .At the time, Zhao Zi'ang [Mengfu] had just left his postm Qiznou [Shandong, i.e., he had asked for leave in the spring of 1295] to
return home to Wuxing; he also came to join the gentlemen at those
coming together, living and dying—no one can
predict these events. But even today the people of Qiantang still remember
with pride those gentlemen [from the north]: they think that Fate must have
planned this meeting for them on our soil prior to their coming. Be that as it
may, those joyous gathering between literary men are given out with
exceeding parsimony by the Creator [that which creates all things]. Even
though we would prefer more of such occasions, they are simply not to be
gotten.
... [Qiu E's son] brought out this calligraphy of Boji [for me to see].
It even had Zi'ang's inscription at the end....Now this is all very distant, and
poetry meetings are very quiet. I have written something about the
flourishing past to show my sadness about the present decline. It is like the
sound of the neighbor's flute— it recalls in me such deep feelings that I
want to cover my ears and hide.




Another literary man Wang Yi 3EH (1 323-1374), however, described his
experiences with disappointment and disagreement: 76
After the Yuan conquest of Jiangnan, the customs of ritual and culture
changed under the influence of the overbearing crudity of the conquerors,
such that after a few decades everyone became so acclimated to it that it
became custom, and the old ways of the Song completely disappeared. The
Wang Yi, "Shizhai xiansheng yugong mubiao," p. 5594; for English translation, see John W.
Dardess, "Did the Mongols Matter? Territory, Power, and the Intelligentsia," in The Song-Yuan-
Ming Transition in Chinese History, ed. Paul Jakov Smith and Richard von Glahn, Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 2003, p. 116.
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shi [literati scholars] plaited their hair and wore short coats; they mimicked
the Mongol language and dress in order to ingratiate themselves with their
rulers, in the hope that they might thereby advance themselves. Those who
steadfastly clung to Chinese tradition were ridiculed for being backward and
shy.
TcKWficm, mmmmxz®. nmmw, warn m
Although the starting points of the above two passages are totally different, both of them
provide valuable information about the interactions between the cultures of the south and
the north, or Chinese and non-Chinese, no matter whether those interactions were brought
about naturally or forcibly.
Liu Guan's account quoted above informs us that many cultural activities were
taking place in the south during the early Yuan, and that Zhao Mengfu was an active
participant in some of them. Xianyu Shu [Boji] fl^f#g [iM], Zhao Mengfu's close
friend and one of the great calligraphers from the north, also appeared in Liu Guan's
account. In a poem written after Xianyu Shu's death, Zhao Mengfu fully expressed his
feelings for Xianyu Shu: 77
^'JW^ii, In life parting may still hold future meetings.
Jfcfflfflk'&ffl. But in death one is separated forever.
M^t B3l^, You, Po-chi [Boji], have been dead for five years,
jfaM^— 0 . But the pain of thinking about you makes it feel like yesterday.
77
Zhao, "An Elegy for Xianyu Boji [Shu]" W&T\M, in Songxuezhai wenji, pp. 1 1 1-1 12; For
English translation, see Marilyn Wong Fu, "The Impact of the Reunification," pp. 385-386.
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WkXtLffi, I was born south of the Yangtze River,
I
!
mw&ik. And you grew up north of the Huai River.
tftlH I'll I recolleet how I heard of your eminent reputation,
1 1 ft ftftMM. And it was in office that we were able to meet.
~~H$, I was well past twenty years of age,
t\ SI US- &nv$. And your black hair was as glossy as lacquer.
$2n* h , We became fast friends with nothing between us:
W. I 1 'J '\\'\ i V As soon as I saw you, it was as if from a familiar past.
/ h 'iff! H 'f J<J , In the spring we would go out boating together,
fk" ty. 7»t liii MV
.
And in the evening we would sit together talking.
*l W )\ You had the spirit of a hero about you, and your voice was as
resonant as a gong.
Mmmi When excited by some subject, your whiskers would bristle
like spears;
In debate on some point, your voice would be raised to a pitch.
And your discussion would always be essential and precise,
in! PI We would talk about the manufacture of tripods of the
magnificent Shang Kings,
Or the style of the handsome Han steeds.
nf ilvtN'ft, Together we would appreciate an unusual essay
j'vfJr. Or analyze some point of mutual doubt.
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Sfc£3e3£$|&, In brocaded bags you kept scrolls with jade rollers—
MW Jf Specimens of Tsin [Jin] and T'ang [Tang] calligraphy
incredibly wonderful.
,
They were so dazzling in their brilliance
J$ J?
.
That anyone who saw them could not but feel intimidated.
#©WfSi£, No one but you, Po-chi [Boji], with your superb discrimination.
tb^^-$J? Could have gathered together these treasures from the past.
tJK#3E$3, Recently you acquired a jade buckle
That was marvelously worked with coiling
dragons.
^fli5c&, You lovingly took it in your hands and then passed it
around for others to appreciate,
l£ JILiife. And the joy could be seen plainly in your face.
pT With deep concentration you would study [copy] old calligraphy,
?tMcfifc.#!i^. Until the pond beside your studio where you washed your
brushes would be black with ink.
Ils2li5fc PQ, In our exchange of letters and essays,
^jifc^Wlf. We would always learn from each other.
&$NMi&, At the time, I was studying Chung Yu's [Zhong You] (A.D. 151-
230) writing,
"MMJtM^a. And I transcribed your father's epitaph on stone.
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tffil"#T#l, Chiang-nan [Jiangnan] was a place which you loved,
tikM,STM. But the climate and humidity made you suffer.
£ftlfi£V^, We did not expect that you would pass away while you were in
office as
^z^^^. Feng-ch 'ang [Fengchang],
S4*iPP$pf], And till now whenever I see your writing,
^iSBtillli. I cannot bear to look at it.
mtMJ3$r$&, Now the Fang-ching [Fangjing] road where you lived is lonely
and desolate,
%bYi$§-M^. And pine and bamboo cover over your cottage.
KtyftM'J>, There is little pure ch 7 [qi] on heaven and earth:
At/t£¥H. Someone like you is so rare to come upon!
M^MiM, In your portrait, you look dignified in your dark red robe,
if^L^feflt. When I face it, tears fall to my chest.
^$3— How remote is time and space
—
Will there be an end to the sorrow I feel!
This poem clearly tells us about the friendship between Zhao Mengfu and Xianyu Shu,
and Zhao Mengfu' s awareness ofthe many differences between them: their physical
appearances, characters, and even reactions to the climate. It also tells us about then-
mutual enjoyment of the antiques they had, the benefits they obtained from each other,
and how significant their friendship meant to them.
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Yu Ji MM (1272-1348), in one of his works, also talked about Xianyu Shu: "He
[Xianyu Shu] restrained the heroism of [northern] wind, sand, furs, and the sword, to take
up the joys of [southern] lakes, mountains, maps, and the histories"&M&&MZ% %
M dj m$lZm.7* As Marilyn Wong Fu points out, "Not only does this juxtaposition
pinpoint the differences of physical terrain, climate, and dress, but also the occupations
and state of culture with which the northern and southern regions had been commonly
identified by the Yuan period."79
The changes brought about by the reunification were also recorded in Zhao
Mengfu's other poems: "The people, the carriages, and the writings from the South and
the North are mixed together; while the mountains, the rivers, and the strategic places
from ancient times to the present are still the same" AtJ^SMM, ih }\\W&154-
|s];80 "The Eastern Sea and the Western Mountains strengthen the emperor's palace; ships
from the South and horses from the North all gather at the imperial capital" 3C$£ffi dj #t
In essays and poems quoted above, we see a particular sense of geography. The
reawakening of the geographical distinctions of the south and the north in the early Yuan
is a phenomenon worth examining. The collapse of the Southern Song and the
78 Yu Ji j^H, "Written on a Small Portrait of Xianyu Boji [by Zhao Mengfu]" MHMBIfchfc,
in Daoyuan xuegu lu iHS^^tl , Guoxuejiben congshu IH^i^Hlf edition, p. 188. For
English translation, see Marilyn Wong Fu, "The Impact of the Reunification," p. 389.
79
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Zhao, "At Yuhua Terrace of Jinling Going to My Old Friend Liu Shuliang's Tomb" itf^M^i
lliiMi&Af'J^^^, in SongxuezhaiwenjU pp. 172-173.
81
Zhao, "Respectfully Singing of the Sagely Virtues of Emperor Shizu" $Jt^1ftlfi^g&, in
Songxuezhai wenji, p. 177.
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reunification of the entire Han culture area under the Yuan, refreshed people's
sensibilities about the differences between the south and the north, and undoubtedly
contributed to this reawakening. In the following chapters, I will analyze in detail how




THE IMAGES OF JIANGNAN IN ZHAO MENGFU'S POETRY
Just as those predecessors who were separated from their hometowns, Zhao
Mengfu shows his nostalgic memories ofthe south in his writing. What makes his
nostalgia different from previous ones are as follows. First, one aspect of his nostalgic
memories concerns about the fallen Southern Song dynasty. For Zhao Mengfu, Jiangnan
had double connotations: his hometown and the fallen Southern Song dynasty. Second,
although Zhao Mengfu held deep feelings about the south, he also lived and served in the
court of the new dynasty and experienced the reactions produced by the reunification. He
had a more complicated attitude than his predecessors toward the opposite of the south—
the north— sometimes, his attitude could be unique.
According to their different themes, Zhao Mengfu' s poems related to the
Jiangnan region can be divided into four categories: poems written when he lived in
Jiangnan, poems about his nostalgic memories of the south and the Southern Song
dynasty, poems yearning for a reclusive life, and poems reflecting his contradiction
between being a member of the Song royal family and serving in the Yuan court.
Through these poems, I will examine and discuss the characteristics of the various images
of Jiangnan presented by Zhao Mengfu.
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The images of the south in Zhao Mengfu's poems are usually related to happy
memories about the scenery, weather, friends and family, and the cultural environment of
the south. For example, Zhao Mengfu talks about the beautiful scenery along with the
sweet memory: "The mountains and rivers of Wuxing are pure and unique; the white
clouds over the mountains are fit for pleasing one's mind" H^UjzMftifjSi,
*&t&1i;
82
"The joyful remembrances ofmy hometown come to my mind from time to
time. The big fish we got by sailing through the waves went on the chopping board
everyday. In a straw cape and bamboo hat I could be free. I can still remember a certain
river and a certain hillock in my hometown" tkM^MB|±>l>, Wk^M B g&L —3|—
Q% U ^TK^fi^i Pill83 Zhao Mengfu also recalls the comfortable weather of the
south when he is in the north: "Surprisingly I see the snow on the Yan Mountains in the
autumn season. I, the stranger from far away, having stayed here for a long period, am
worrying about my sick body. .
.
I remember— it is not yet cold in Jiangnan, and people
are just enjoying the fresh oranges and rice wine there" H, M^yffi^
H . .
.
mmtLmit^ft, mmmmmtm u Furthermore, he missed the cultural
activities of the south: "I earnestly recall that in the southeast there are many wonderful
events, and recite in vain the poem 'There Are High Towers in the Northwest'" ^tt^
82
Zhao, "For Zhang Yangu" Bf<I/I"£, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 139.
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Zhao, "To Rhyme with Right Minister Ye's poem titled 'Record of a dream'"
H, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 142.
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Zhao, "To Accompany Deng Shan2hi's poem titled 'Snow in the Ninth Month'" fP§$H;£.7L
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' ^WM.85 Along with the nostalgic memories about the south, Zhao
Mengfu also missed his friends and relatives there: "My brothers at home must be
thinking of me, together we went to see the mountains south of the stream and beyond the
willows WLMR%,mM^ IWMMP^lU.86
One specific poem, "Sending Gao Renqing back to Huzhou" t&WzWMWW
provides complete images of both the south and the north, in other words, the images
specifically in Zhao Mengfu' s mind:87
m^M^kM&M, In former years I in the Eastern Wu [222-277] gazed afar at
the regions of You and Yan;
&$&itMtM%t3i. walking northward on that long road was like climbing to
heaven.
iS^t^/ft^M*!, What on earth is the use of dragging me to this government
office?
iSM#($^lV!1i$. Gazing afar at my hometown, my heart is still at a loss.
2X$3^Bl?t:ll#, The winter of the Southland is warm, and blossoms open
profusely,
^^c^^X^. while the northern region is bitter cold and the weather is
inconstant.
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Zhao, "To Rhyme with the Poems Sent by Duanfu and Xianyu Boji" fr^tm^M^iMffi
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Songxuezhai wenji, p. 180.
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Songxuezhai wenji, p. 208.
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-tlKAR, The bark of trees is three cun thick and the ice is six chi;
HMRgMftt my cheeks are about to split, and strings ofmy zither are
frozen to the breaking point.
$M^ii, The Lu River88 cannot be shot across by a powerful crossbow,
•HI!lfc>Fffl f&. but when frozen over can be directly crossed on horseback,
no need of a ship.
m.mM&A¥ffiM, The stranger from a distant place, having come to take up
government service, is not accustomed to all this—
JRfM^S&JS^. he does not have fox or badger fur robes, and is wearing
just a thick silk robe.
^^KH^^if
,
The capital city is a place not suitable for the poor but for the
rich;
#W&M^JW. the "blue coats" and "fine horses" compete for soaring
heights.
^J$KRftMl^^l, My southern neighbors play the panpipes, and are weary of
millet and meat;
jkMtfci^li^^f. People in this northern village strum their lutes and eye
the beautiful girls.
?g$M±^fiSM, What is the emotion of a dreary official?
^JtlWitWlfif. with a scrawny boy attendant and lean horse, I attend the
imperial court before the cock crows,
88 Lu River was near Dadu (present Beijing).
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MmWM^MM, Grain is displayed in the imperial granaries but is not easy to
buy;
tnmmmmm. my salary in the capital is slight and it is hard to meet
expenses.
MMM^fflMffl, Lately occultists are readily supported and employed;
iSS^^M^-l^. we who read books are inferior to those who burn
cinnabar and white lead powder.
My old friends shall laugh at me when they hear of this;
$Pith>Fi§^fcRri^. under such circumstances, my not returning home is just
pathetic.
Hfl^^§fc#T The tall forests and luxuriant grass are what I love;
H#J^I&& not having shaken off this halter and rein, I have no
chance for them.
itjf^iH H3%, Marquis Gao, who comes from far away, is willing to visit
me —
H?} I^JflK. with a pack of tea and carrying his quilt, he comes to sleep
over.
^MW$kM5.M, The bright blue-light oil lamp lights up the earthen house;
MW-W-MMW.. [there is] light white wine, and no strong meat or smell of
mutton.
5£^^^:£rj!£iw, I break into laughter through my sadness, and utter my soft
dialect;
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%k. I send letters to my wife and children, but without a cent
[to them].
tlMfeW&^fc, The endlessly vast rivers and lakes are filled with spring
waters;
f&Mffl®M%KM. wild ducks and geese dive down and disappear in the
sprawling autumnal mist.
ffl^^UHi&IL, When shall I beg to allow my body to return to my
hometown—
WWMMffiM^F. to spend my remaining years amidst stacks of scrolls?
This poem begins historically with the geographical image of the great distance between
the south and the north, which not only emphasizes the geographical distance, but also
the possible attendant cultural distance. After that, Zhao Mengfu talks about the
differences in the weather and customs (dressing and eating habits) between the south
and the north, even alludes to the different characteristics between the southern and
northern speech in later couplets. Then he goes further to describe his life in the capital
and of being an official in the court. He shows his dissatisfaction with the mood of the
capital and the Emperor's policy of favoring Taoist priests. Zhao Mengfu also mentions
his meager salary and the high cost of living. Furthermore, in the line about "the 'blue
coats' and 'fine horses' compete for soaring heights" W Wfc!fiS, Zhao Mengfu
uses "blue coats" to either refer to either the Han Chinese literary men or literary men in
general and "fine horses" to refer to either army men or the Mongol officials. In the last
part of this poem, Zhao Mengfu expresses his happiness at meeting his friend who is also
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from the south, and this happiness stands out in comparison with the statements of
complaint in the former part. Aroused by his happiness, Zhao Mengfu recalls the spring
scenes of the south and yearns for a reclusive life in his hometown.
This poem well explains why Zhao Mengfu would miss the south, why he would
be weary of official life, and why he would yearn for an unattainable retirement. His
images of the south, and of the north, are so different as to be in opposition. When such
images are repeated again and again in Zhao Mengfu's poems, the life of the south and
that of the north become symbols oftwo different modes of living: one is enjoyable and
relaxing, while the other is disappointing and insufferable. Thus the poet is "at a loss"
when he gazes afar toward his hometown.
The Images of Huzhou and Hangzhou in Zhao Mengfu's Poetry
Besides the general sense ofthe Southland, Jiangnan in Zhao Mengfu's poetry
sometimes refers to the actual southern places where he had lived— Huzhou (hereafter
Wuxing, the name used by Zhao Mengfu in his poems) and Hangzhou. Zhao Mengfu left
his hometown area for the capital Dadu, in the end of 1286. In 1287, he went to
Hangzhou and stayed there for several months to judge a case involving a minister of the
Jiang-Zhe Branch Province. From August 1295 to September 1310, he spent most of his
time in Hangzhou, and occasionally in Wuxing. When Zhao Mengfu retired from office
in 1319, he returned to Wuxing and spent his remaining years there.
Zhao Mengfu bore special feelings for both Wuxing and Hangzhou. During his
twenties, he wrote a parallel prose essay titled "Wuxing" in which he described the
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beautiful scenery and numerous local products of Wuxing. Using a conversational
parallel prose style of "host and guest," Zhao Mengfu explained the reason why he did
not elaborate on those famous cultural figures who once were residents of Wuxing: he
was unable to make a list ofthem all, considering the long historical and cultural
traditions of Wuxing.89 In his poetry, Zhao Mengfu also highly praised the natural beauty
and the cultural traditions of Wuxing: "The mountains and the rivers in Wuxing are pure
and distinct" ^^0j7X^^^;90 "the mountains and the rivers in Wuxing are pure and
remote" JLit;91 "Wuxing is an unusual prefecture and has had a wealth of
distinctive men since ancient times" i£fAt/.92
Just as Zhao Mengfu claimed in one of his poems written in the north: "I can still
remember a certain river and a certain hillock [in my hometown]" ^tK^SlM "Tit93 he
frequently mentioned specific Wuxing places in his poetry: "Tiao River" ^M,94 "Zha
89
For the parallel prose, see Zhao Mengfu, Songxuezhai wenji, pp. 57-60; for the role of Wuxing
in Chinese cultural history, see Li Chu-tsing [Zhujin], "The Role of Wu-hsing [Wuxing]," pp.
331-370.
90
Zhao, "To Zhang Yangu" Songxuezhai wenji, p. 139.
91
Zhao, "Sending offGao Zhongde to Meet His Mother in Ru Prefecture " MM^W^fk'HYM
Songxuezhai wenji, p. 142.
92
Zhao, "Inscription on the Worthies of the Past, on Mr. Zhang's 'Paintings of Ten Subjects" H
JtMW&'i'U-M, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 124.
93
Zhao, "To Rhyme with Right Minister Ye's Poem Titled 'Record of a Dream'"
&£|l, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 142.
94
Zhao, "Reply to Censor Liu Duanfu for the Poem He Matched with My Previous One" §?!]#ifij5£
ElPmfWK&gZ, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 1 80; "To the Physiognomist" mffi±,
Songxuezhai wenji, p. 133; "To Continue Zheng Pengnan's 'Expressing My Feelings'" $t ^$§$3
t&, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 182.
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River" Wig,95 "Bian Mountain" #l!j,96 and "Fuyu Mountain" *3tfr* etc. Bian
Mountain is in present Changxing «| County of Zhejiang Province and Fuyu Mountain
is to the south of present Tai Lake », Jiangsu Province. Tiao River and Zha River are
two names for the different parts of the same river in present Wuxing County. The part
that originates from the Fuyu Mountain is called the Tiao River, and the part that flows
northward from present Deqing 8ft County to the south of the Xingguo Temple
is called the Zha River which flows into the Tai Lake. Zhao Mengfu even wrote a poem
titled "Inscribing Four-line Verse about the Tiao River" M^M^^:98
i W^iMlitM, Ever since there have been heaven and earth, there has been
this River;
fiLWW#ft§MM. it is clear, deep, and full of turns; it is still and without
mud.
wmMJlMftM, I live on the river, and no dust will reach my house,
%^M^M. Which only makes me suspect that I live in a world made
of blue glass.
95
Zhao, "To Rhyme with Zishan's Poem 'Feelings about Climbing the Tower'"^hIT illf^^f
Songxuezhai wenji, pp. 149-150; "Finished Right at the End of Year" MM\$f$L, Songxuezhai
wenji, p. 193; "Exchanging Poems with the Supervisor, Mr. Pan" Songxuezhai wenji,
p. 112.
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Zhao, "Traveling in the Bian Mountains" ##llj, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 79; "Traveling Again
in the Bian Mountains" Wifr&\h, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 148; "To Rhyme with the Poem Sent by
Xiucai Li " ^li^^^M^, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 187.
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Zhao, "Fuxu Mountain" #5 ill, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 209; "To Accompany Huang Jingdu's
Poem Titled 'Written in the Snow' (the fifth poem)" faHrftttlf^BP^ Songxuezhai
wenji, p. 220.
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Songxuezhai wenji, p. 226
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This poem shows the unique position of the Tiao River in Zhao Mengfu's life and heart.
Together with the other mountains and rivers mentioned above, it becomes a
representative image of his home and hometown.
Zhao Mengfu's residence in Deqing County of Huzhou (in present Zhejiang), at
Deqing Villa H^iJH, which appears in Zhao Mengfu's poetry several times, also
carries the nostalgia of the poet. For example, the following two poems under one title
were written while Zhao Mengfu was in the north: 99
Pi^'s&T S" There are a hundred sour plum trees beneath the Sunny
Grove Hall;
%M ;$M #Cl§ !*]
.
the plum flowers blossom one after another, despite the
snow and enduring the cold.
$±Llj&l$*!$ltyr, The mountain birds are chirping on the branches in the
morning—
^Wt^I*. they must be calling me to return home soon.
# P Jt^#, On the last days of the spring, there are few orioles at the
entrance of the valley.
¥J&$Ll$& :$>M. the lily magnolia flowers are falling and the apricot
blossoms are flying everywhere.
#n'f$l*fe11" ill llfT, My feelings arise for the secluded bamboos beneath my
windows facing the mountain—
99
Zhao, "Thinking of the Deqing Villa" ftlMJJiJUt, p. 215
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they have not changed their pureness and coolness,
waiting for my return.
1 he two poems apparently depict two different springtime periods at the Deqing Villa:
early spring and late spring. They reveal the secluded location and the beautiful natural
environment of the Deqing Villa, presented through the poet's remembrance and
imagination. Here, Zhao Mengfu does not directly state why he misses his hometown and
the Deqing villa; instead, he expresses his nostalgia for other aspects, by saying in the last
line of each poem that the mountain birds and the secluded bamboos are waiting for his
return.
The West Lake WML as a metaphor for Hangzhou city and an ideal gathering
place, appears in Zhao Mengfu's poems: "In a painted boat, I traveled everywhere on
West Lake— after parting from her, in a dream I fly back to Hangzhou" $MlWJ£iJjM
ffl, M&fa&Mtilffl;m "Along the western bank of the West Lake, the plum flowers are
like snow. Your friends are surely waiting for your return" ffiftJMlBf t&$nlf, Bh'WW
Vf fH;m "I must quickly ride my horse to the West Lake Road, where the willows arc
light yellow like grains of yeast" t2B£J$lS$|8r, $J»fc#$ni**. ia2
100
Zhao, "To Rhyme with the Poems Sent by Duanfu and Xianyu Bojr&K^flW HW)>T
A h 'j , Songxuezhai wenji, p 1 80.
101
Zhao, "Sending off Wang Yueyou on His Return to Hangzhou" i£ Li] MMU'M,
Songxuezhai wenji, p. 208.
102
Zhao, "Excited by the Fine Day" &flj|, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 2 17.
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While in Hangzhou, Zhao Mengfu participated in many cultural activities with
both his southern and northern friends and had pleasant and relaxed times. 103 In a poem
written to Zhou Mi fflff (1232-1298), Zhao Mengfu expressed the happiness of meeting
his friend after a long time apart: 104
The fish in the pond miss their former deep water,
MWtl&^M. while the beast in the pen thinks of the old shallow lake.
tWMifc, Officials are hemmed in by poverty and restriction,
WA^MM. going to the office during the mao hour and usually finishing
their work at the you hour. 105
#, You sent me a letter to encourage our gathering;
Hffl&^Fft. what is the use of passing on our writings as if they will not
decay?
-h*£fi£tfi:#t, I have been pursuing worldly affairs for ten years,
lliyfl&^tt. until my robe and sleeves are covered with dust.
H§5fcl2'fti.ML, When I suddenly meet you after returning home,
ilsijtfcSijj'J A>. I forget our long separation.
S^PI, I recall the recluse, Mr. Pang De; 106
Ren Daobin, Xinian, pp. 67-73.
104
Zhao, "To Rhyme with the Poem Sent by Zhou Gongjin" Songxuezhai
wenji, p. 1 09.
105 Mao and>>o« refer to the time slots from 5:00-7:00 am and 5:00-7:00 pm respectively.
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W.MimiXi. and I admire Changju and Jieni's ploughing side by side. 107
•NMHMft You sent a new poem for me to match in harmony with it;
BR P.& ag& Frowning, I forget the ugliness ofmy own poem,
^aifcnffc^ In all my life, you are the one who knows me best;
IS&MB& f!r
.
Am I not also a companion for you?
ll IfMRMl, I expect to spend my remaining years in a mountain forest:
St^&HtJE. with chicken and millet, we drink together.
W%W& h , Still, 1 laugh at Mr. Huan's words:
&&tj£( Mft. becoming sad over the willows south of the Han River. 108
As Li Chu-tsing and Marilyn Fu point out, Wuxing and Hangzhou had been the leading
artistic centers of the early Yuan. 109 This poem was written to Zhou Mi, whom Zhao
Mengfu had not seen for a long time. Although the feeling of excitement revealed in the
De Weng, here refers to Pang De a recluse of the Han Dynasty, who lived to the south of
Xian Mountain *Wlll (in present Xiangyang county of Hubei) and did not seek officialdom.
It is said that the Prefect of Jing Prefecture (seated Xiangyang), Liu Biao |!|5ft (142-208)
invited him to take office several times, but he declined. Pang De later went to gather medicinal
herbs in the Lumen Mountain J&H ill (in present Xiangyang) with his wife and they never
returned.
107
Changju M /H and Jieni %kM were the two famous recluses of the Warring States Period who
appear in The Analects ofConfucius. It is said that they were ploughing side by side when
Confucius passed by and asked for directions.
108 The allusion is to an anecdote in Shishuo xinyu tiLi&ffiiUU when Huan Wen fnyfal (312-373)
was campaigning northward and passed Jinling <feF>£ (present Nanjing), he noticed that the
circumference of the tree he planted when he was an official at Langya Prefecture (presently
north ofNanjing) had grown to a diameter of ten armspans. He then sighed: "If even trees can
grow old like this, how can human bear the passing of time?" See Liu Yiqing MflJ^ (403-444),
Shishuo xinyu, Taibei: Yiwen chubanshe jC&ftitit, reprinted 1968, p. 72.
109
Li Chu-tsing [Zhujin], "The Role of Wu-hsing [Wuxing]", pp. 331-370; Marilyn Wong Fu,
"The Impact of the Reunification, pp. 371-433.
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fifth couplet is under control and the mood of the whole poem is almost calm, the poet
still expressed the joy of being together with his friend throughout the entire poem by
speaking of their exchanging poems and his expectation of a reclusive life. And in the last
couplet, through laughing at Mr. Huan's words, the poet demonstrated that no
melancholy about the passing of time was involved in this reunion.
In a poem written on one of his paintings, Zhao Mengfu described his life in
Hangzhou around the year 1297: 110
HHFW^#^, I am bored of hearing the sounds of the eminent officials'
carriages outside my gate;
gfflJif+TKii^. my own field is good enough for growing crops and the
water is good enough for breeding fish.
JklttAtiiiMM, In the soughing of wind in the pines, right and wrong do not
enter my ears;
Tt^^t^Ali^. I only read my books, in the blossoming and falling of the
flowers.
This poem presents an ideal picture of a man of letters' life: comfortable, at ease, and not
being bothered by the outside world.
Being a painter and a calligrapher, Zhao Mengfu also expressed his feelings for




Ren Daobin, Xinicm, pp. 75-76.
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After experiencing the different life styles between the north and the south,
1302, when Zhao Mengfu was an official supervising schools in Zhejiang, he sighed
prose essay titled "An Account of the Free and Unfettered Study" ilil^E:" 2
in
in a
The mountains and rivers of this place are in my heart every minute. Ah, as long
as one temporarily treads through this world, no matter how eminent or
impoverished he is, all of that will disappear. So why trouble our bodies
and spirit? Although now I am in old age, I still hope I am able to healthfully
return to the mountains, to enjoy the pleasure ofmy family in the bucolic
environment, and be entertained by playing the zither, reading scrolls, writing
poems, and drinking wine. Let me write songs and thrust out my belly, idle and
enjoy the remaining of the years— to grow older along with my intentions.
The Southland, especially his hometown, is so beautiful, relaxed, and embedded with
cultural tradition that it gradually became a symbol of retirement in Zhao Mengfu'
s
poetry.
When compared with the bothersome and lonely life of officialdom in the north,
the south became even more attractive. In a poem written after he returned to the capital
in 1310, Zhao Mengfu expressed his feelings for the south once again:" 3
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Zhao, "Inscription on the Worthies of the Past, Mr. Zhang's 'Paintings on the Ten Subjects'"
M5feM^^~ha^®, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 124; "Inscribed on Gao Yanjing's 'Mountains at
Night,' in the Collection of Li Gonglue" ffi^&l&/ftfKJftj£%&Llj!j, Songxuezhai wenji, p.
135; "Sending A Painting to Gao Renqing" WS^FStlW, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 214.
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Ren Daobin, Xinian, p. 104.
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Zhao, "Expressing My Feelings" Songxuezhai wenji, p. 114.
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mwMrJ.^, My nature is honest and candid;
^£PtI&^. people who do not know me always get angry and offended.




enduring the hardship as a farmer.
WlfW^Jf
,
Because of this, I am willing to be cast aside,
$IM. SiMfS. and to build my house along the bank of the Gui River. 1 14
To the west, I am the friend of the tall pine trees;
MMfefsfft. to the east, I neighbor on the slender bamboos.
#fc^$li=^!j, My peach and sweet plum trees are carelessly spread about;
ti^P^yf§f
.
the sour plums and willows are also refreshing.
IIIETfJM, Gradually, I take my heart away from public life;
and feels kinship with the fishermen and woodcutters.
(=1 nf^iftll, My intention is to go there alone;
6 while my hands are still white, without blisters or
blackening. 115
^^Wi^MM, Who would have known that I would be favored by the Emperor,
Sl^^HM. and again had to tread the dust of the capital.
A#TH, The luxury of the capital is longed for by all;
1.4 Gui River is in present Xinchang §tH County, Zhejiang Province
1.5
This is an allusion used to refer to one's integrity.
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but it is not a place for the poor, but for the rich.
Now I am not able to be like Yan Guang and Zheng Pu; 1 16
to whom can I speak my mind?
Here the poet assents he is not suited for officialdom and instead longs for the reclusive
life. Since the poet's life styles in the south and the north were so different, the contrast
between holding office and retirement is transformed by the poet into a contrast between
the south and the north.
Southland— Memory about the Southern Song Dynasty and the
Dilemma of Serving in the Yuan Court
As discussed in the second chapter, lamenting for the Southland had become an
enduring topic in literature, deeply embedded in the literary tradition ever since Yu Xin's
"Rhapsody on Lamenting for the Southland" &Mit For the southerners of the Song-
Yuan transitional period, the Southland was not only their homeland, but also a region
connecting them to the memory of the fall of the Southern Song dynasty.
Yan Guang jR^fc and Zheng Pu are two famous recluses of the Han dynasty. Yan Guang
was a companion of Emperor Guangwu, Liu Xiu §'J^ (B.C. 6-A.D. 57) when they were young
and pursuing study far away from home. When later Liu Xiu claimed the throne, Yan Guang
changed his name and lived as a recluse. Liu Xiu sent someone to find him and offered him an
official title, Grand Master of Remonstrance ^si^^c. Yan Guang declined the offer and went
to the Fuchun Mountains (in present Tonglu County of Zhejiang) as a recluse.
Zheng Pu lived a reclusive life at the entrance of the Yunyang 'UWa Valley (in present Zuoyun tL
% County, Shanxi). During the reign of Emperor Cheng (B.C. 5 1 -B.C. 7), the Great General,
Wang Feng JiM cordially invited the service ofZheng Pu, but the latter declined.
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In this part, I will examine Zhao Mengfu's poems on his nostalgic memories
about the Southern Song dynasty and his poems reflecting his dilemma of being a
member of the Song royal family and serving in the Yuan court. For the first category,
the representative poem is "The Tomb of Yue Fei fjffo Prince ofE" Sill;" 7
fPlii±^^|^|, On the Prince of E's tomb, the grass is growing lushly;
#C 0 MT^WOg:. the stone beasts stand high in the desolate autumn day.
^MtE^frl?, The sovereign and vassals who had crossed [the Yangtze
River] to the south disparaged the Altars of the Soil
and Grain,
^%k1£%WMM. while the elders of the Central Plain still gazed afar at the
flags [of the Southern Song].
^MM^IR, This hero is already dead; and we did not have enough time
to sigh [over him],
41 ftM^ft^i. so the Underheaven split, and could not be held stable.
1! ftWM ifclfcb ffl , Do not sing this song to the West Lake:
yK^t ill the light on the lake and the colors of the mountains could
not bear the sorrow.
The poet begins by depicting the desolate scene at Yue Fei's tomb. Then he pinpoints and
compares the different attitudes of the emperors and their vassals, and the common
1,7
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 167.
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people toward the court's flight to the south and the establishment of the Southern Song.
In the third couplet, the poet describes the swiftness of the collapse of the Southern Song.
The second and the third couplets also give the reason for its collapse. In the last couplet,
the poet implies the deep sadness of the people by saying that even the silent lakes and
mountains of the West Lake could not bear the sorrow. Zhao Mengfu' s nephew, Tao
Zongyi ffi^Ji (fl. 1360-1368), considered this poem the most well-known one among
those contemporary poets who wrote on the same topic at that time. 1 18
In a poem written about Suzhou M'M, Zhao Mengfu indirectly expressed his
feelings for the Southern Song: 119
TW S^EB^E, There were no more vassals after the death ofWu Zixu; 120
41H & ^if1 %. since then, the Middle Kingdom gradually fell to the Qin
(256-207 B.C.).
^cTS^P^H^i, In the Underheaven everyone certainly knows that Suzhou is
a place rich in beautiful women,
UMlt S WfSiA. originally there were also men of superior talents and lofty
character at the Five Lakes.
By sighing over the lack of real vassals after the death ofWu Zixu and the Middle
Kingdom falling under the rule of the Qin, Zhao Mengfu was actually referring to the end
118 Chuogeng lu fi^tl^, Congshujicheng Hlt^$c edition, p. 60.
119
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 218.
120 Wu Zixu fairW (?-484 B.C.) was the loyal minister of the Wu (Suzhou was the capital) and
was forced to commit suicide by the King ofWu as the result of slander.
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of the Southern Song. In this poem, Zhao Mengfu once again indirectly criticizes the
irresponsibility of the vassals of the Southern Song, and uses the Qin to allude to the
Yuan by connecting Wu Zixu to the Song loyalists. The Qin dynasty is not only famous
for its unification of the Middle Kingdom, but also for the tyrannical rule of its emperor,
the First Emperor of Qin (B.C. 259-B.C. 210).
Besides his nostalgic memories of the Southern Song, Zhao Mengfu expressed
the pain he suffered from the condemnation of his being a member of the Song royal
family but serving in the Yuan court. In addition to that, what Zhao Mengfu went through
after he held office made him begin to loathe officialdom, and to long for retirement and
spending the rest of life in his hometown. This contradiction in feelings was fully
expressed in Zhao Mengfu' s poems, among which "The Guilt of Serving in the Court" H
tH is often quoted by researchers:
Growing in the mountains, it [a kind of medical herb] is called
"Great Ambition",
growing outside the mountains, it is called "Small Grass".
The old saying already made this clear,
I suffer from not having foreseen it earlier.
Throughout my life, I wished going alone,
to consign my emotions to hillocks and valleys.
From time to time I entertained myself by reading scrolls;




mffl i I hoped that my untamed nature would protect
ft^MlM, Who made me fall into the web of the world's dust,
HI. and be twined and twirled circuitously?
TeWzKi:l§, In the past I was a gull over the river,
4* l!f. now I am a bird in a cage.
ISfHii, I wailed, who would take a second look at me?
%M 0 W$i. my feathers are ruined and wither day by day.
fa^fS&H, Were it not for the gifts from my relatives and friends,
even coarse foods would be difficult to get to feed myself and
my family.
^HftUi^, My sick wife held our young son,
iSiUMit. as I set out on a ten-thousand-// road.
# ffi £Jj'Jlt, Separated from my own kindred in life,
m . who will sweep the ancestral tombs for me?
fi&MM^mi, With deep sadness, I cannot speak a word,
§ iff$3 It 1§\ my eyes cannot see the clouds of the Southland far away.
Wi^^^lM, I weep and the wind of sorrow comes,
#PHnft^H. how can I complain to Heaven?
In this poem, using the two different names for a Chinese medicinal herb ("iH^" and
j^") according to their different locations, Zhao Mengfu describes the situation he
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was facing after holding office in the Yuan. He fully expresses his regret for serving in
the Yuan, and his sadness at being bridled by officialdom and being far away from his
hometown.
Since serving or not serving had become a moral issue at the time, Zhao Mengfu
defended himself by claiming that Tao Qian Kjf (365-427) was the only real recluse,
therefore others had no right to judge other people's choices on this issue: 122
tM&^&Wi!, To leave or to remain in office, there are appropriateness for
each of them;
ftfeAMf^Pttt. why do others strive to recite poems about this?
f^RWMijf
,
For a thousand years, only Tao Pengze [Pengze, the name of
the county that Tao Qian governed],
#WI§3fclL^iL had no doubt [on his choice] even after relinquishing his
seal and returning to his home.
Even at the age of sixty-three, when Zhao Mengfu looked back on his life, he
still could not be totally at peace: 123
With loose teeth and bald head, I am sixty-three years old;
—
^^tiMtllif. still feeling ashamed for each thing I did in my life.
^^^f^ttlf?£, Only [the products of] my brush and ink stone still remain to
express my feelings:
122
Zhao, "Liu Shiji's Hall of Returning Home" ?|JB#&S§#^, in Songxuezhai wenji, p. 225.
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Zhao, "To Admonish Myself g in Songxuezhai wenji, p. 225.
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©2*1Afoliiftn^. I leave them to the world to be laughed over and talked
about.
The Southland was not only Zhao Mengfu's homeland, but also a region related
to the Southern Song Dynasty. That is why the sweet and prosperous Southland that Zhao
Mengfu missed for most of his life also brought such painful experiences and memories
to him, especially during Song-Yuan transitional period.
Between Reality and Non-realitv:
Zhao Mengfu's Nostalgic Poems on the Southland
Born a southerner and being a member of the Song royal family who had
experienced the dynastic changes, Zhao Mengfu wrote about his nostalgic memories of
the south and the fallen Southern Song dynasty in his poems. Although, in this category,
Zhao Mengfu did write poems according to what he saw and felt at the time, he mostly





As discussed above, when Zhao Mengfu was in the north, he would recall happy
memories about the Jiangnan region, which were mostly related to the beautiful scenery,
weather, his friends, and the cultural activities of the south. In a poem titled "Record on
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An Old Travel Experience"
experiences in reality:
%\iWM, 124 the lonely poet recorded one of his travel




hundreds of blossoms filled the trees, and willows were
growing attractively.
M&Lffo&J&WtM, The countless falling petals were captivated by the singers'
fans,
%k%k%Hnitf3U :fc. and the fresh green envied the dancers' skirts.
If JI|±BP£, Incense burning in the golden-duck brazier, I closed my eyes
[in a boat] on the river,
£j 4* §§. people beat drums in painted boats and returned home
under the moon.
fln^&H^ Now I am alone in the eastern wind,
#Lfflf&m$t& B?. facing the setting sun, I drink wordlessly.
In this poem Zhao Mengfu recorded what had happened to him— the reality. But after
the former reality was processed by his memory and then stimulated by the current reality,
it acquired some characteristics of non-reality. Seen from the structure of this poem, the
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 1 70.
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poet recalls the spring scene of the Southland in the first three couplets and returns to his
sad and lonely present reality in the last couplet.
2. Imagination.
In his poems written in the north, besides remembrance, one ofZhao Mengfu's
special ways to depict Jiangnan was to imagine the scenes and events taking place in the
Southland. The poet would picture in his mind the grass growing around the pond, even
though he was three thousand li away from his hometown; 125 feeling especially lonely, he
would imagine what it would be like in Jiangnan when it snowed in the autumn at
Dadu. Sometimes, Zhao Mengfu would combine remembrance and imagination
together in one poem: 127
3ft 0 ^HLMBM, The whole day I walk through the dust of carriages and
horses' hooves,
fpl#l6IS7K$^li. by chance I looked at my sad face in the river.
$L%5L%)MM^t, My brothers at home must be thinking of me,
1^1#iHM#P£h ill . together we went to see the mountains south of the stream
and beyond the willows.
Zhao, "Reply to Censor, Liu Duanru for the Poem He Matched with My Previous One" %"J^ffi
X%&&ftiftWX&gZ, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 180.
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Zhao, "To Accompany Deng Shanzhi's Poem Titled 'Snow in the Ninth Month'" $ !$>WZ.fL
H H, Songxuezhai wenji, pp. 1 83-1 84.
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Zhao, "On Current Occasion When I First Arrived at the Capital" IflMSPTBP^, Songxuezhai
wenji, p. 208.
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As the title "On Current affairs when I first arrived at the Capital" ^MfPTBP^
suggests, the poem was written when Zhao Mengfu first arrived at Dadu. The third line in
this poem is the product of his imagination, while the last line is remembrance; and these
two lines were stimulated by the first couplet. The structure of this poem starts from
reality and ends with non-reality.
3. Dream.
Zhao Mengfu also expresses his homesickness through returning to Jiangnan in
dreams. He would go back to Hangzhou and the Tiao River in his dreams, 128 complaining
that the road back home was too long while his dream was too short. 129 In the following
poem, Zhao Mengfu wrote about his nostalgic feelings for Hangzhou: 130
3Ara$68f In a painted boat, I traveled everywhere on West Lake—
MfcMWMtii'N. after parting from her, in a dream I fly to Hangzhou.
W^/ft^I^R For [a life span of| one hundred years, what is the use of
worrying about a thousand years?
"^Bffi >SMWI^$C. my love for her makes a day like several years.
^tt^^^P^, I earnestly recall that in the southeast there are many
wonderful events,
^MWiM. and recite in vain the poem "There Are High Towers in
the Northwest".
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Zhao, "To Rhyme with the Poems from Duanfu and Xianyu Boji" IX^ltfflffi-TiMffi^
at, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 180; "Continuing Zheng Pengnan's Poem 'Expressing My Feelings'"
MiWUME, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 1 82.
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Zhao, "Song on An Autumn Night" ^C^ffi, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 138.
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Zhao, "To Rhyme with the Poems from Duanfu and Xianyu Boji," Songxuezhai wenji, p. 1 80.
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/\7 1lW&&, Now, thanks to Liu Duanfu, 131
B#Hfrs^^f from time to time, I write new poems to express the
sadness of a stranger.
The first couplet is a brief description of a dream Zhao Mengfu had. Although he does
not elaborate on the dream in the remainder of the poem, the tone in his first couplet and
the words he used ("travel everywhere" and "in a dream I fly to Hangzhou" M¥
]M) indicate how he missed Hangzhou and how happy he was when he was able to
return there in his dream. This poem starts from non-reality and then quickly goes to
reality to describe his "sadness of a stranger."
Zhao Mengfu' s nostalgic feelings were so deep and his desire to return to his
hometown area was so earnest that he would feel as if he were in dream when he met an
old friend from the south or when he was finally able to go back to the south in reality. 132
For example, when Zhao Mengfu had the opportunity to return to his hometown for the
131 Gonggan is the public name for Liu Zhen $M (?-2 1 7), one of the seven leading writers
during the Jian'an reign period (196-220) at the end of the Han dynasty. Here his name is used to
refer to Liu Duanfu.
132
Zhao, "To Rhyme with Wang Shiguan" &giiB£i!, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 169; "In the
Gengchen Year of the Zhiyuan Reign Period, Composing A Poem to Express My Feelings to
Scholarly Worthy Yao Who Was Appointed the Prefect of Ji'nan and Has Temporarily Returned
to Wuxing" M^HSlill^^MM^mmmmt
,
Songxuezhai wenji, p. 179,
according to the Yuan edition ofSongxuezhai wenji, this poem was written in the Gengchen year
(1280). Ren Daobin's Zhao Mengfu xinian, assigns this poem to 1292, because the year in the
title as cited by him is "Renchen year of the Zhiyuan reign period." He does not provide
information on which edition he uses. Besides the Yuan edition, another extant edition for Zhao
Mengfu's collected works is the Dongting Yang's edition ^J^^RffJ^ (cited in Sun Kekuan %
Yuandai hanwenhua zhi huodong jt\^MXVcZ.^Wi, pp. 469-470). I have not seen it yet.
I accept Renchen year (1292) as correct, because Zhao Mengfu had not gone to Dadu until 1287
(he was recruited in the eleventh month of 1286; and according to Zhao Mengfu xinian, he arrived
at Dadu in the spring of 1287). The poet also indicates he had already been in the capital for five
years when he wrote this poem ("S^^lllt^IIB"). From the year Zhao Mengfu arrived at
Dadu 1287 to the Renchen year of the Zhiyuan reign period 1292, it happens to be five years.
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first time after holding office in the north, he was afraid that it was not true and felt as if
he were still in a dream: "It has been five years since I mistakenly received favors [from
the Emperor] in the capital; suddenly I arrived in the Southland, accompanying my soul
as if I were in dream" £^S«*JS, ^3\tLmm^ m Here the poet "blurs the
distinction between dream and reality," just like Zhuangzi "who does not know whether it
is he who dreams that he is a butterfly or the other way around" in his famous dream in
the "Qiwu lun" chapter of Zhuangzi.™
Remembrance, imagination, and dream are three ways frequently used, either
separately or together, by Zhao Mengfu to express his nostalgic feelings about the
Southland. All three ofthem unexceptionally are based on Zhao Mengfu' s knowledge
about Jiangnan, but as discussed above, they go beyond reality in varying degree. The
structures of these poems also easily go through the boundaries between reality and non-
reality: either the current loneliness stimulated the poet's homesickness, or the happy
memory and the sweet dreams enhanced the poet's loneliness. Stephen Owen interprets
the process of poetry writing as: "Writing is the translation of memory into art, a
'figuring forth' ofmemory in determinate form. There is some pain in all memory, either
because the remembered event was itself painful or because there is pain in the loss of
something sweet." For Zhao Mengfu, the pain in his memory was from 'the loss of
something sweet."
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Zhao, "In the Gengchen [Renchen] Year of the Zhiyuan Reign Period (1292), Composing A
Poem to Express My Feelings to Scholarly Worthy Yao Who Was Appointed the Prefect of
Ji'nan and Has Temporarily Returned to Wuxing", Songxuezhai wenji, p. 179.
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Lin Shuen-fu, "Chia Pao-yu's First Visit to the Land of Illusion: An Analysis of a Literary
Dream in Interdisciplinary Perspective," CLEAR 14 (Dec. 1992): 8L
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Stephen Owen, Remembrances: The Experience ofthe Past in Classical Chinese Literature,
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1986, p. 1 14.
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Stephen Owen further asserts that "memory is the supreme model of a poetic art
that 'makes' the world of the poem," and "dream is the second great model," because
memory has the power of constructing "the past according to the private motives of the
rememberer" and the "freedom from the intrusive claims of the empirical present, which
we inhabit." As we can find effortlessly, many pre-modern Chinese literary men used
dreams to express their unfathomable pain. 137 In Zhao Mengfu's nostalgic poems, by
means of remembrance, imagination, and dream, he constructed a world comprised of a
mix of reality and non-reality, and through it tells of his deep desire for returning home
— the Southland again and again.
A Stranger and an Outsider in the North:




In his nostalgic poems on the Southland, Zhao Mengfu emphasized the
i
differences between the two regions (customs, languages, and environment) and
identified himself as a stranger in the north. While this self-identification remained
unchanged even after he lived in the north for a long period, the stranger, Zhao Mengfu,
always remained an outsider in the north.
Owen, Remembrances, p. 129.
137
See Liu Chuanwu ^J^$Il£, "Shangshi huairen aiyu chiqing: lun Xiaoshan ci de meng" fH-^tf
A SiMlf : tft {>b\kM)) ^,Fuzhoushizhuan xuebao^'MW^, 49:6 (June. 1996):
13-18; Wang Li 3Ej£, "Luelun meng yu zhongguo gudai wenxue" B§ff^2^|l|~£ft
Shiyan decern xuebao -f-iSA'f No. 4 (1997): 12-18; Du Songbai frfttt, "Jianlun Jiaxuan
mengci de yishutezheng" %§Wl$iMWM$iW$lW$i, Mengzi shifan gaodeng zhuanke xuexiao
xuebao Mg^i^WW$^$c, 1:5 (Oct. 1999): 51-54; Zou Yu $|S'JS, "Shilun Su Shi de
xfcmengci" &mBU&]%Wffi,Zigongshizhuan xuebao g 46:4 (1998): 52-56.
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The images of both the stranger and the outsider are constructed through the
image of the ke § which appears again and again in Zhao MengfVs poems.
The word ke usually does not appear by itself but with some modifiers attached
to it, which greatly strengthens the image of "stranger": (1) "the stranger from afar" j»£
"I, the stranger from afar, having stayed here for a long period, am worrying about my
sick body" m&m%®m%;m (2) "the isolated stranger" M£: "I, the isolated stranger,
cannot fall asleep; while ever more cicadas shrill harshly" M^li^, gUfH|^£; 139
(3) "the sad stranger" "The dreary fading sunlight is glimmering right in my
chamber; the chilly leaves and scattered clouds bestir the sadness of this stranger" MM
mmmnm, mnm>m$L%®',m (4) "the weary stranger" fllg: "When will the weary
wandering stranger leave? I attempted to return home several times, but the Emperor has
not approved of it"
, gH^fF H1 Together, these images
present a vivid picture of a sad and weary, isolated stranger who is from far from home.
Using the image of ke, Zhao Mengfu intentionally emphasized the psychological
distance between the north and himself. In a poem titled "To Zhou Jingyuan and Tian
Shimeng" 8^ fflftfog, he said: "Being strangers together with you in the capital, it
seems as if three years have passed when I do not see you for even a single day" f^lsj
138
Zhao, "To Accompany Deng Shanzhi's poem titled 'Snow in the Ninth Month'" ^PfP#^^l
ft If , Songxuezhai wenji, pp. 1 83-1 84.
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Zhao, "A Lonely Night" mW., Songxuezhai wenji, p. 198.
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Zhao, "To Rhyme with Xinzhong's poem titled 'Aspiration at Night"'
Songxuezhai wenji, p. 1 68.
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Zhao, "To Rhyme with Right Minister, Ye's poem titled 'Record ofA Dream'" VK.W(W&fc
Songxuezhai wenji, P- 142.
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mmmmi - 0^J^tD - #C. 142 By asserting "we" are the strangers in the capital, he
pulled the two southerners emotionally closer to him, and also drew a line between all
three of them and the capital. He became the unrepentant outsider.
Other images appearing in Zhao Mengfu's poems also strengthen the image of
ke: "former or old" gu tk is used to refer to "the former mother country" tkMt because
the south is the region that brings up their memories of the collapsed Southern Song; gu
is also used to refer to his hometown "the old garden" rftg or "the old village" By
repeatedly drawing the reader's attention to a region or a place other than the place he
lived at the time he wrote the poems, the present place became foreign and the poet
appeared as a stranger in the present place.
1
"Gaze southward" is an allusion used by Lu You (1 125-1210) in his
;
|
poem describing the Han northerners' expectation of, and desperation for, reunification i
i
under the Southern Song. Zhao Mengfu used it to describe his eagerness to return
home. He would gaze southward toward the southern clouds, missing his hometown—
the Southland: "Gazing southward makes my hair turn white" j%M^A4 Ssl; 144 "my
eyes are limited, the clouds of the Southland are far away" gifltS^. 145 He could be
excited to the point of crying when he heard his "southern dialect" $3 a1 spoken in the
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 173.
143 Lu You, "Feelings on An Autumn Night When Day Is about to Break, I Walk out of the Hedge
Gate to Enjoy the Cool Air" %&ffl$&IHMi, Jiannan shigao M&ffiffi, SKQS
edition, 25:2a.
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Zhao, "To Send off Li Yuanrang to the Branch Censorate as Censor of Attendants of Reading"
i£^7uMtrff Songxuezhai wenji, p. 174.
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Zhao, "The Guilt of Serving in the Court" HtB, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 89.
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north: "Having such an intimate friend as you holding office as the prime minister, I shall
not weep for my southern dialect any more" %\QftHMM*. P^. 146
Through these images, Zhao Mengfu revealed his nostalgia for the south and
estrangement from the north. When he was in the north, the south was a faraway presence,
and therefore could be seen as absence; while life in the north "reflects only the sorrowful
image of his own strangeness and foreignness." ,47 Although he stayed in the north for
about one fourth of his life, the north always failed to give him the feeling of home.
No poem can better illustrate Zhao Mengfu's feelings as a stranger than the
poem "Sending Gao Renqing Back to Huzhou"^t»»H, discussed above. 148 In
this long poem written to a southern friend who was about to return Huzhou, Zhao
Mengfu's hometown, the poet fully depicted an image of a "stranger from a distant
place" l^Wfl^^ 49 by highlighting the physical differences between the south and the
north, by telling his friend how he was not accustomed to the social environment and
disappointed at the political circumstances of the north, and by describing the happiness
of meeting his southern friend who was also from Huzhou.
In the way of expressing his feelings through the image of the ke, Zhao Mengfu
kept his distance from the north and clearly identified himself as the stranger from the
south. According to Stamelman's identification, a stranger is "a being who lives in
deprivation, who has either refused or been refused the conventional realities of social
146
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Jabes," Yale French Studies, 82:1 (1993): 128.
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order: home, family, community, society itself. The stranger, a creature of loss, lives
continual state of exteriority and absence." 150 Zhao Mengfu refused the present reality of
the north and depicted the north as the vehicle of "strangeness, estrangement, foreignness,
alienation, and the uncanny". 151 He lived in the absent south by repeatedly describing his
nostalgia for the south and his sense of strangeness in the north.
Since Zhao Mengfu identified himself as a stranger and an outsider in the north,
he earnestly desired retirement: "When shall I beg to take my body back to my hometown
— to spend my remaining years amidst stacks of scrolls"
$£^. 152 That is the stranger and the outsider in the north, Zhao Mengfu, who "flees
without fleeing. He is there and not there. Present and absent. Near and far." 153
The Images of the North in Zhao Mengfu' s Poetry
As discussed above, in his poetry Zhao Mengfu portrayed images of the south
and depicted himself as a stranger in the north. Contrasting with the south, the north
inevitably appeared as a foil for the southern image, and therefore should not be ignored.
One of the common topics is the physical differences between the south and the
north. Among them, the cold weather related to the snow and wind in the north made the
deepest impression on Zhao Mengfu and was mentioned many times by him, as in the
following poem quoted earlier:
150
Stamelman, "Strangeness," 1 19




See Un Etranger, line 22, in Stamelman, "Strangeness," 130
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&n*mmi%, The winter in the Southland is warm and blossoms open
vigorously,
while the northern region is bitter cold and the weather is
inconstant.
*&zr. \f-#K/N,R, Here the bark is three cun thick and the ice is six chi;
Wm&ZWMffi^. my cheeks are about to split and strings ofmy zither are
frozen to the breaking point.




but when frozen over can be directly crossed on horseback,
no need for a ship. 154
The poet compares the contrasting images in the same season between the south and the
north in the first couplet. Then in the following two couplets he uses vivid images to
further illustrate the strong impression given to a southerner when he first came to the
north.
Because of the huge differences in the weather, and also not being used to the
cold of the north, the southerners in Zhao Mengfu's poetry were not likely to have
enough clothes to comfortably pass the autumn and winter: "The thin robe of the stranger
is blown airily in the cool, strong northern wind" M($&f9» %WtM,T%-, 155 "The
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Zhao, "Sending Gao Renqing off to Huzhou" jgi^fcPiliM, Songxuezhai wenji, pp. 131-
132.
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Zhao, "To Rhyme with Han Dingsou's Poem Titled 'Parting'" ftH^MEiJ, Songxuezhai
wenji, p. 110
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snow often flies before the tenth month in the Yan area; with my worn out fur robe and
hat, I have spent [the winter here] year after year" &W#fflH- J§ ftf, i&^. 156
Probably because autumn and winter are the most distinctly different seasons
between the south and the north, the scenery in the north depicted in Zhao Mengfu's
poetry is usually that of those seasons. Zhao Mengfu described desolate scenes in the
north and sometimes made intentional or unintentional comparisons with the bright and
beautiful scenes in the south.
Images of the north in the autumn or winter are usually brought out through the
following motifs: (1) specific northern autumn and winter scenes: "The mountains and
rivers look desolate, and the autumn clouds are pure; grass and trees are withering, I am
sad in sunset rain" dljmMftWf
, ^mU^MM; 151 "The wilds are open and the
sky is high, and the leaves of the trees are sparse" IfW$3i$ifcW$L; 15* (2) the "sound of
horns" #j55: "Horns blowing in the autumn wind; this sound of the frontier reaches into
the sunset clouds" »fc&ffcJIUfc, iS^A^g; 159 "In my sadness, I am not able to blow
the painted horn" MM^B^k;m "The desolate and sorrowful sounds of the drums
and horns come through the northern wind #3 JkS^; 161 (3) "wild geese
156
Zhao, "To Accompany Huang Jingdu's Poem Titled 'Current Occasion in the Snow'" #]$fi&
ttH+BP^, Songxuezhai wenji, pp. 219-220.
Zhao, "To Accompany Yao Zijing's Poem Titled 'Five Poems on Feelings in the Autumn' (the
second poem)" iPfclfe T^#Ct$5 ft(&— ), Songxuezhai wenji, p. 165.
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Zhao, "To Accompany Yao Zijing's Poem Titled 'Five Poems on Feelings in the Autumn' (the
fifth poem)" ^feT^M£#(#£), Songxuezhai wenji, p. 166.
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Zhao, "Hearing the Sound of Horns" Songxuezhai wenji, p. 150.
160 See footnote 5.
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Zhao, "To Rhyme with Gangfu's Four Line Verse Titled 'On Current Occasion' (the second
poem)" &8flMiJ^BP*»J (£-), Songxuezhai wenji, p. 210.
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"Above the violent wind, in the solemn air, the wild geese are singing urgently" E&ft
MM^M; 162 "Along with the desolate mountains and rivers, the shadows of the trees
become thin; from time to time, the clouds of the Long frontier follow the southward
flying wild geese" Mi&MMlft^MiM^; 163 (4) horses or living on
horseback: "Sitting in the saddle, you go northward in the snow ofYan Mountain; using a
walking stick, you travel southward to the springtime of your hometown" ffl&ikfeM ill
H, W$MMtfrM^\ XM "The alfalfa grows high in the autumn and the garrison horses
are robust" W^#Ci^$f§#; 165 "Looking back upon [the days] spent in the saddle and
in the wind blown sand, I do not believe this place is part of the mortal world" HlfT JUfcJ?
mm, ^tkm^mji:*6
In addition to poems about the harsh autumn and winter scenery of the north,
Zhao Mengfu also wrote some poems about the enjoyable scenery of the spring or
summer in the north, but he never forgot to mention his nostalgia for his homeland at the
end of the poems. On a day at the beginning of the Spring, Zhao Mengfu wrote: 167
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BAR Today is both the Seventh Day of the First Month and the
Beginning of the Spring;
Af§#5fcHtt. with the arrival of the spring, people happily celebrate.
mfflm$k&f$M, In the gentle wind, the branches of the palace willows are
becoming heavy;
WMA^M^. near the Imperial ditch in the semi-circle pond the jade
fish scales grow.
PiM Sj^l^fft, The strength ofyin is weakening and I already feel the
remaining coldness dispersing,
P§ It ¥-#Bj| R HjJ
.
while that of the yang is growing; people compete to see
the daybreak.
WmWfaW^ffi, My hoary hair on the temples and the colorful hair decoration
[made for the Beginning of the Spring] are
incompatible;
MlfrfrJlJ Hit. I reluctantly write new lines to soothe the feelings of a
stranger.
Although in the beginning three couplets, people are getting excited about this special
day, and it seems that Zhao Mengfu himself also happily noticed the new changes in
nature, the last couplet noticeably changes the poet's mood from lightness into heaviness,
82
In another poem, Zhao Mengfu once again dealt with the poetic structure in a
similar way: 168
The heat of summer is cleared away in the morning,
from time to time I hear the singing of an oriole afar.
Then I turn my thoughts to the road in my old garden
(hometown)—
Where the green moss grows at the foot of the pines.
The northern summer morning described in the first couplet is lovely and enjoyable, but
the next couplet again draws our attention to the same season's scene in Zhao Mengfu's
hometown. This poem shows that no matter how beautiful the north was it just could not
make Zhao Mengfu forget about the Southland, even for one minute. What he cared
about was always his hometown and the scenes there.
People were also involved in the construction of the images of the north. To the
southerners whom he was sending off, he would say: "In the sunset clouds you go off
into my dream about the land east of the Yangtze River; in the autumn rain please do not
forget our friendship in the land to the north of Ji" j£H£jSfc$X^#, ftMf&feffiik
1#.
169 And when he returned to the Southland, he wrote to his southern friend, who was
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Zhao, "Hearing the Singing of Oriole When I Get up in the Morning" ^&flJ&, Songxuezhai
wenji, p. 207.
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Zhao, "Sending off the Route Commander of Xin Prefecture, Meng Junfu" %£]&M$Hgtf\&
H\ Songxuezhai wenji, p. 1 76.
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still in the north: "Wanting to be a farmer, I retired; gazing northward, I conceal my
thoughts of you &&ft;g£, JfegRML'*
For his northern friends, Zhao Mengfu made note of their different physical
appearances and unusual dispositions, and praised their talents in literature and art: "[He
has] a dignified nine chi tall body and a natural manner, and is a hero among ten thousand
people. He is able to patch his ceremonial dress and pull the seams tightly; he is [also]
skilled in calligraphy and painting" IfjkXRIfr, m&7i*m. II89IM, MWME
X. 171 The poem titled "An Elegy for Xianyu Boji" ft*?{fift discussed in the third
chapter is an especially good example of this.
Zhao Mengfu showed sympathy to those who had experiences similar to his own.
In an elegy for a northern official, he wrote: "Although bedridden and lingering in the
south for a long time, to our surprise, he was able to return to the north when he was
dismissed from office by the Emperor ftkfe^'MX, &MHlkM m
These images of the north are largely fixed in Zhao Mengfu' s poetry, but there
are some interesting exceptions: one poem was written after he returned to the south,
when tired of the rainy days of the south, to the reader's surprise, the poet began to miss
the weather in the north: "Now I remember the second and third months in the capital,
[girls] are swinging as the warm spring breeze wafts the fragrant dust into the air" ItPtl
Zhao, "To Accompany the Two Poems Sent by Zhou Jingyuan (the second poem)" fflffljkM
JjLitr— H* ($r— ), Songxuezhai wenji, p. 155.
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^mmmmm m The other is a poem written to Xianyu Shu when Zhao
Mengfu recalled the time they met in the south, where Zhao unexpectedly identified
himself as a person who also came from the north, thus distinctly drawing the northerner,
Xianyu Shu, and himself closer: "I also came from the north and we happily met each
other [here]" g ttJftffi j§. 174 In a poem titled "Leading a Leisure Life in Deqing" &
mWJg written after he returned to the south, Zhao Mengfu described his current mood:
"I have no more new dreams of the beautiful capital; I have only the lofty thought of
modeling on the life of a recluse" BftMFlHHfc £Wri5Wd/g. 175 Although this
statement is used to express Zhao Mengfu's preference for the relaxed life of the south, it
conveys an important message as well that he also dreamed about the north after he
returned to the south. This indicates that the north was not a place irrelevant to him; in
other words, he was not totally unattached to the north.
In sum, although the images of the north are largely fixed as a dreary and
unattractive region in Zhao Mengfu's poetry, his long residence in the north still left
some delightful and unforgettable memories in him. Deep inside, Zhao Mengfu had
subtle feelings for the north which easily slip by our eyes, as ifthey were nonexistent.
173
Zhao, "Hangzhou in the Rain" ftlMM^1
,
Songxuezhai wenji, p. 214.
174
Zhao, "Thanks to Xianyu Boji [Shu] for Giving Me the Zhenyu qin Said to be Made of the
Paulownia Planted by Xu Jingyang Himself ffl&¥i&&Mm&^MWMM&ffl®ffiW,
Songxuezhai wenji, p. 133.
175
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 182.
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A Different Poetic Effect:
Zhao Mengfu' s Poems Written in Jiangnan
The three time periods when Zhao Mengfu lived in the Southland were: the
period before he went to serve in the Yuan court (1254-1286), the years when he took
leave to return to his hometown (1296-1299) and the period he held office supervising
schools in Zhejiang (1299-1309), and the period when he returned to Huzhou after his
wife's death (1319-1322). During these periods, Zhao Mengfu wrote various poems. In
my discussion I will use only the poems that can be clearly identified as having been
written in the south. I will analyze the features these poems share and discuss the
differences between the images of Jiangnan in those poems Zhao Mengfu wrote in the
south and those he wrote while in the north.
The topics of the poems Zhao Mengfu wrote in the south can be divided into
three categories: poems on the southern scenery in general or specific scenic spots;
poems on paintings and calligraphy, parting, and rhyming with other poets' poems;
poems on expressing his feelings. Analysis of these topics reveals how the poetic effects
and his ways of expression changed according to the poet's different locations and
associated feelings.
In the poems Zhao Mengfu wrote about the south when he was in the north, the
scenery or specific scenic spots of the south were mainly used as vehicles to express his
feelings about the south. When he was in the south, Zhao Mengfu wrote poems expressly
focusing on the scenery and specific scenic spots in the south without covers allusions to
a distant place. For example, he wrote "Inscribing a Four-line Verse on the Tiao River"
86
mmmty which has been discussed above, 176 "Fuyu Mountain" # Kill, 177 and
"Twenty-eight Songs Inscribed on the Tianguan Mountain" ^Mlljtfla* . I Af. 178
These titles already give us clues about the content of the poems.
In the second category, Zhao Mengfu wrote poems to send off his friends, just as
he did in the north, the destinations of his friends accordingly changed from the
Southland to the north, more specifically the capital Dadu. For example, "Sending off
Dong Taizheng to Attend the Emperor's Summon" ^IWjBfc&tf, "On a Spring Day,
Sending the Provincial Surveillance Commissioner to the Capital" #ni£j&ifiM&$,
and "Sending the Vice Commander, Liu Andao to Return to the Capital, and also A
Message To the Academician, Li Shihong"m^M.^W\itMM^^±^±.m
For the poems rhyming with his friends' poems, if the friend was in the south,
Zhao Mengfu would express his happiness at being able to meet after years of separation,
as in the poem "To Rhyme with the Poem Received as A Gift from Zhou Gongjin" ftcffg
MfetltMM discussed above; 180 and if the friend was in the north, Zhao Mengfu would
express his feelings about the person, such as saying "Retiring due to old age, I become a
farmer; gazing northward, I am missing you, but keep it to myself \WM
176
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 226.
1 77
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 209.
178
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, pp. 200-204. Tianguan Mountain is a famous Taoist scenic spot and
is in present Guixi W$k County, Jiangxi Province.
179
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 160, p. 180, and p. 181 respectively.
180
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 109.
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SS. "Gazing southward" i*S, the phrase he used frequently when he was in the
north, here noticeably changed into "gazing northward" i\M.
The poems Zhao Mengfu inscribed on another person's painting or calligraphy,
usually indicated the cultural activities they were involved in at the time. For example,
"Inscribed on Shunju's 'The Recluses in the Mountains and Woods'" H^/MUS and
"Inscribed on Qian Shunju's Painting 'Colored Pear Blossoms'" H^fW^fe^ft. 182
In the last category, Zhao Mengfu mainly expressed his personal feelings. Due to
the lack of the source materials, the changes in each of Zhao Mengfu' s life stages cannot
be clearly defined. Generally speaking, his feelings expressed in poems written in the
south are mostly related to his desire for retirement, as discussed in the previous section.
As pointed out, Zhao Mengfu used dreams as one of the ways to express his images of
Jiangnan in his poems written in the north. In a poem written in the south, Zhao Mengfu
repeated a similar expression to show that he had already stopped thinking about the
official life in the north, thus strengthening his thoughts about retirement: "I have no
more new dreams about the beautiful capital; all that remains is only a lofty desire to
model on the life of a recluse" B&»rI^3P, ^WrUti^H/g. 183
Zhao Mengfu' s poems about Jiangnan written in the south usually expressed
feelings of calm and peace; but the images of Jiangnan in them are mostly not as touching
and impressive as in the poems written in the north. Among the few exceptions are the
181
"To Accompany the Two Poems Sent by Zhou Jingyuan (second poem)" IflinjllillM^r'—
H"
(^— ), Songxuezhai wenji, p. 155.
182
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenji, p. 84, 127. Shunju #fl is the public name of Qian Xuan $£i§
(1239-1301), a prominent painter and one of the members of the Eight Talents of Wuxing A
183
Leading a Leisure Life in Deqing" ISvft WJS. Songxuezhai wenji, p. 182
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two well-known poems he wrote to express his feelings about the demise of the Southern
Song Dynasty, 'The Tomb of Yue Fei fcfc, Prince of E" mUM, which is discussed
above, and "Thinking of the Past in Qiantang" In the latter poem, he wrote: 184
£l£3P#ft 3EJH, Qiantang is a metropolis of the southeast, and a domain of
the emperors;
=lR M~$AtWM. my travels in the third month amid the mist and flowers is
not the same as in old times.
$lM&K$LW&, The golden statue left sobbingly from the Han;
^^30|£#j Ml. In a bygone year that worthy Jade Horse left to join the
court of the King of the Zhou Dynasty. 1 85
M illBB^Mfe, The wonderful lakes and mountains even now are still there;
&3&4fcRaMt. and the river flows leisurely and silently.
"f^Pltil&ftjjffc, The rise and fall [of human institutions] through the ages are
all like this;
t^fAi. the wheat budding in the spring wind makes me even
sadder.
184
Songxuezhai wenji, p. 1 69.
toe
Two allusions are used in this couplet. The golden statue refers to the statue of an immortal
made during the reign Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty (r. B.C. 140-B.C. 87); its palms hold a
dew connecting platter. In the preface to the Tang Poet Li He's (790-816) poem titled "A
Song of the Gold and Bronze Immortal Bidding Farewell to the Han Dynasty" itlSjlljAS^Sfc,
it says that this gold statue began to cry when it was dissembled and carried off by the palace
officials of Emperor Ming of the Wei (r. 227-239). In the second line of this couplet, the jade
horse is used to refer to a virtuous officer of the Shang Dynasty, Wei Qi '$L$r, who defected to
the Zhou Dynasty because the King of the Shang would not heed his admonitions. Thus ZE^ffj
Juj refers to worthies who left their own decadent states to serve good emperors of other states.
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Using a comparison between changing human circumstances and the unchanging scenes
of nature, commonly seen in poetic writing, Zhao Mengfu expressed his lament for the
south, and for the Southern Song Dynasty.
The reason for the different poetic effects between the poems about Jiangnan
written in the south and those in the north might be that when Zhao Mengfu was already
in the south— at home— his feelings were different from when he was in the north,
consequently his motivation for poetic writing changed. That is to say, the poet's location
and the feelings associated with it gave rise to different poetic effects.
Missing Mv Native Place f£$$£ fffc
A Comparison between the Nostalgia for the Southland
in Yu Xin's and Zhao Mengfu's Poetry
Yu Xin Min is the one figure that cannot be ignored in the study of nostalgia for
the Southland in literary works. The statement "Xin always missed his hometown,
therefore he wrote 'The Lament for the South' to express his feelings" 7h
l^ffiiU$L%:M,m from Yu Xin's biography in The History ofthe [Northern]
Zhou Dynasty MI It is quoted frequently. Yu Xin's deep feelings for the Southland, and
his way of expressing nostalgia, made him and his nostalgia into common allusions—
"Yu Xin's Regret" YuXin hen Min'U and "Yu Xin's Sadness" YuXin chou ®i\t% are
allusions for nostalgia in later generations' literary works.
IS6
Linghu Defen -§W€M (583-666), Zhou shu MIH, SBBY edition, Juan 41, 4a.
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Yu Xin was born in a prominent family of Jiangling (in present Hubei
Province) during the Liang dynasty (502-557). He and his father Yu Jianwu
(4877-553?), were both officials under the Liang and well-known writers of court-style
verse. He spent about twelve years in the capital, Jiankang (present Nanjing), 187 but
in 554, due to the state emergency, he was sent as a Grand Counselor to the Western Wei
court to prevent an invasion and was detained in its capital, Chang'an (the site of present
Xi'an). He was given high ranking titles by the Western Wei, and, after its fall, also by its
successor state, the Northern Zhou. From 554 until his death, Yu Xin lived in the north.
His life therefore may be divided into two periods "southern" and "northern". 188
About seven hundred years later, Zhao Mengfu was born in Huzhou. As
mentioned in the first chapter, at the age of thirty-three (1286), Zhao Mengfu left his
hometown for the Yuan capital, Dadu, to hold an office in the new government. After that,
he lived and traveled between the north and the south— about 17 years in the north and
22 years in the south, 189 and developed strong feelings for both regions.
Both Yu Xin and Zhao Mengfu had the experience of leaving their southern
hometowns to live in the north and serve in an alien court there, and both of them
expressed their feelings and depicted the images of Jiangnan in their literary works. In the
following pages, I will examine and discuss the similarities and differences in their
handling with similar topics and their ways of expressing nostalgia.
1 . The Images of the ke in Yu Xin's and Zhao Mengfu' s Poetry
187
William T. Graham, 'The Lamentfor the South ': Yu Hsin 's 'Ai Chiang-nanJk'pp. 1 5-20
188
Donald Holzman, Review of"The Lament for the South ': Yu Hsin 's 'Ai Chiang-nan fit',
CLEAR 4:2 (July. 1982): 255.
189
Again, my calculations are based on Ren Daobin, Xinian.
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In their poems, both Yu Xin and Zhao Mengfu depicted themselves as a ke
"stranger" in the north. Like Zhao Mengfu, Yu Xin would exchange poems with
southerners who were also residing in the north, or write poems to send to southerners
back home. He also used word "the south" or "southern" nan i& to refer to his home
region or to the previous dynasty. 190 In a poem titled "A Song of Resentment" &^T, 191
Yu Xin wrote in the voice of a woman to express his homesickness:
ft&KfW, I lived in Jinling County,
'ffiWtz'}?^. and married a young man from Chang'an.
tH^iMj^^Sr, Looking back and gazing upon my hometown, my tears drop;
'F&lfBJlS^iiL I do not know where my home is at the edge of the sky.
1$JM.M n KH, In how many days will the northern tribesmen's rule end,
WLR MBrfjES. and when will the moon of the Han people again be round?
tblfcltfcffi, When I am singing this song for you,
^*$L'itWffi$L. my heart cannot help breaking along with the strings.
The actual protagonist of this poem is the poet himself, who left Jinling (an old name for
Jiankang) and was living in Chang'an at the time he wrote the poem. The two questions
in this poem, brought about by hopeless sadness, are the inner voice of the poet.
190
See Yu Xin, "The Messenger, Mr. Xu, Arrived But I only Saw Him Once" &9Mfc&±%-
01, and "Sending off the Superior Over the Documents, Zhou Hongzheng" iJli^ jcdll'&jE, Yu
Zishanji J^TlllH, SBCK edition, p. 53; "Sent to Xu Ling" Yu Zishanji, p. 52, etc.
191
Yu, Yu Zishanji, p. 30.
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Yu Xin and Zhao Mengfti had similar ways of expressing their nostalgia for the
Southland, but due to their different circumstances, and their feelings for the south and
their attitudes toward the north, the ways in which they dealt with their materials vary
subtly.
The first difference between the images of the ke in Yu Xin's and Zhao
Mengfu's poetry is that it was not Yu Xin's will to live and stay in the north, therefore he
repeatedly emphasized his detention there by using the words "restriction" or "restraint"
ji 83, and "detained" liu 1 which seldom appear in Zhao Mengfu's poetry: "For a long
time I traveled as a stranger; now restrained in movement, I recall many old memories"
mfeifttt £; 192 "I gaze upon the leaf strewn scenes in the vast expanse;
now restrained in movement, I face the desolate autumn" '#fEW&M, MW.fWM;m
"feeling lonely, both of us are restrained in movement; being desolate, both of us live by
the outer wall of the city" MWMM^ m In his famous "Expressing My
Thoughts" 4$fiM, he used metaphor to describe his current situation: "Like a singing
girl who was forcibly betrothed, I am a hostage who is still detained" {H^;if#Il$,
mm: 95
The second difference between the images of the ke used by Yu Xin and Zhao
Mengfu is that in Yu Xin's poems, in addition to the similar sad and weary, isolated
stranger as in Zhao Mengfu's poems, the stranger also appears as one who is startled,
192
Yu, 'Three Verses To Accompany Dharma Master Kan" fPftlft-UP - gg, Yu Zishan ji, p. 52
193
Yu, "An Autumn Day" & P , Yu Zishanji, p. 54.
194
Yu, "To Accompany the Attendant at the Center Zhang's Poem Titled 'Expressing My
Feelings'" fl^ft+ftl*, Yu Zishanji, p. 39.
195
Yu, "Expressing My Thoughts (third poem)" Jftsfrtt (#'=i)Yu Zishanji, p. 36.
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which is mainly constructed through the images of wild geese: "Startled, a wild goose
falls from the sky; joining arms, two gibbons jump together" jfcfc—Jp&, ig^p^
It;
196
"the scared gibbon sometimes falls from the tree; while the startled wild swan
frequently goes astray" *8M*r*r ; 197 If the above couplets can be
explained away as observations of the hunt as their titles indicated, those in "Expressing
My Thoughts" are obviously used as metaphors to describe himself: "the stranded
golden-carp always longs for the water; while the startled bird misses the forest every
day" StR, MM%9tfo.m In another poem titled "Gazing at a Lonely Flying
Wild Goose on An Autumn Night" %k$.MW-M, Yu Xin again identified himself with
a startled and lonely wild goose: 199
tkM%M f& oIt$, The calling of the stray goose separated from the flock is
pitiful;
tfi&W-ffcfe.^ she flies at night, lonely by the side of the moon.
A^IMWtt, There is nothing we can do— people still have memories;
^Hft^BR. now it is getting dark, both of us will be sleepless.
196
Yu, "The Newly Constructed Archery Hall of the Northern Garden" -MM^frfifc, Yu Zishan
jU p. 41.
197
Yu, "Accompanying the Emperor to Inspect the Training on Soldiers" j$§£.i#3£, Yu Zishan
jt, p. 34.
198
Yu, "Expressing My Thoughts (first poem)" ffltik\% ), Yu Zishanji, p. 36.
m
Yu, Yu Zishan ji, p. 55.
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The third difference is that Yu Xin was even less attached to the north than Zhao
Mengfu. Like Zhao Mengfu, Yu Xin was able to connect everything with the south, no
matter how pleasant the current scenery in the north was, he simply could not fully
become involved with it, this further identifying himself as an outsider in the north. But
subtle difference becomes apparent when we read their poems very attentively. For
example, in Yu Xin's poem, "Passionately Chanting a Poem" Mfcttt, written on a
spring day:
200
§r#7fcjp;l!, The scenery of early spring is beautiful,
MTftlf&l^. but the feelings of separation from home as a traveler fill my
heart.
3t§$^^:£E, The Jiaorang trees are not totally dead;201
fgflajPt and the parasol tree is only half alive.
&$L$&M., When they encounter hot air, the blossoms have no zest;
3§JiL7K^ 5lz'. and when the wind comes, the water is not still.
Ifc IISIWIE, Although we have offered sacrifice to the precious cock,
MB#3! fcbM . when will it be able to crow again?202
lw
Yu, Yu Zishanji, p. 48.
201
In Liu Yuanlin's Wfflfo (fl. late third cent.) commentaries on Zuo Si's (250-305) "The
Capital of Shu", it is said that the Jiaorang trees grow in pairs and when one of them withers the
other one will still be alive, which means the two trees will never both be withered, or alive, at the
same time.
202 The "precious cock" is a legendary cock, and one who has it can become a ruler.
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Yu Xin simply mentioned the scenery of the north in the first couplet, and then
in the second and third couplets he used the allusion to the Jiaorang trees and the images
of parasol tree to indicate his rootless situation; and used the images of the blossoms and
water to refer to his current feelings aroused by the bright spring day. In the last couplet,
using the allusion of the precious cock, Yu Xin expressed his wish to restore the fallen
Liang dynasty. This poem can be compared with one of Zhao Mengfu' s poems on a
similar topic, "The Beginning of Spring and the Seventh Day of the First Month" A 0
# (for its Chinese text and English translation, see pp. 56-57), in which Zhao Mengfu
uses the beginning three couplets to describe people becoming excited about that special
day, and shifts the mood from lightness into heaviness only in the last couplet. Since he
also happily notices the new changes in nature, this poem by Zhao Mengfu actually
reveals his mixed feelings for the north. The different ways of treating similar materials
tell us about the different attitudes that Yu Xin and Zhao Mengfu held toward the north.
The last difference is that, unlike Zhao Mengfu, Yu Xin was unable to return to
the south in his remaining years. Even later, when the Emperor of the Chen Dynasty
(557-588) asked the Emperor of the Northern Zhou to repatriate some of the southerners
who were detained there, because he was favored by the emperor of the Northern Zhou,
Yu Xin was excluded from among those returned and was still detained.203 Since he
never had a chance to return to the south, Yu Xin's longing to return to his hometown
was near desperation, which led him to produce some impressive and even shocking
images in his poems.
203
Linghu Defen, Zhou Shu, Juan 4 1 , 4a.
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First, Yu Xin constructed an image of "barren woods" in his parallel prose:
"When they are separated [from their native soil] by mountains and rivers, or are leaf-
stripped in parting, their torn up roots may cause tears to be shed, or their wounded
radicals may ooze blood; fire will enter their hollow trunks [pun: 'hearts'], and sap flow
from their broken joints [pun: 'resolution']" ^lilMM, WMM, M
MtiB.,'X\£>L\ WMBffU.204 A similar image also appears in his poem: "The tree is old
and half of it has dried up" $£^4>te;205 "I especially have pity for the end of its
vitality; and I am astonished in vain by the decline of the locust tree" ^t$£lM,
$>1$M.206 Yu Xin used the images of trees which had been removed from their native
places, and therefore were damaged and lifeless, to describe the pain and trauma of a
person uprooted from his hometown area and living in a strange place. This image has
become another common allusion for later generations of writers.
It would be safe to say that no such withered tree images appear in Zhao
Mengfu' s poetry. Although, in a preface to a poem written on his friend's bamboo
painting, Zhao Mengfu mentioned that his friend, the painter, wrote some words on the
side of the painting to sigh over the twisted and entwining bamboos for their being born
in the wrong place. Zhao Mengfu used the philosophy in Zhuangzi to console his friend
by saying that it might be the bamboos' good luck to grow twisted and entwining in order
204
Yu, "The Barren Tree" tt®St, Yu Zishanji, p. 24; using the English translation by Stephen
Owen, "Deadwood: The Barren Tree from Yu Hsin to Han Yu," CLEAR 1 :2 (July. 1979): 1 58.
205
Yu, "Sending offYu, the Seventh, to Shu" MM-tA%, Yu Zishanji, p. 46.
206
Yu, "Expressing My Thoughts (21st poem)" MU-W. (^^H— ), Yu Zishanji, p. 38.
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to avoid being harmed.207 The image of the bamboos in this poem is apparently different
from the withered tree images in Yu Xin's poetry.
Second, Yu Xin selected specific words to express his unfathomable feelings for
the south and to achieve a certain effect. For example, in the seventh poem of"An
Imitation of Expressing My Thoughts" jgtfcfg, again using a woman's voice, Yu Xin
wrote:
208
ttMlftNl, In Yu-[guan] I am cut off from all news,
iH^iSMifi. the messengers of Han cannot get through.
#32ra$Sr$& ffl, Only the nomad flutes make tearful music,
IgttllrUft or the Tibetan pipe-songs tear my heart.
$kJf£$MM t My waist as slender as a white silk strip,
Jj'J^}fl fit tears of longing hurt my brimming waves.
1H'll\$^lft, The aguish in my heart will never end,
&LI! 2&IS 2£ . my rosy cheeks will not endure much longer.
ffi^M^'M, As well hope to fill up the sea with rotten wood,
# ill MSftM. or dam the Yellow River with two green hills [Mount Hua and
Mount Yue].
207
Zhao, "Written on Li Zhongbin's Painting 'Wild Bamboos'" Jg3*#£If1tlll, Songxuezhai
wenji, pp. 199-200.
208
Yu, Yu Zishan ji, p. 36; for this English translation, see J.D. Frodsham, An Anthology of
Chinese Verse: Han Wei Chin and the Northern and Southern Dynasties, London: Oxford
University Press, 1967, pp. 192-193.
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The word with the meaning of "cut apart" or "broken"$r appears three times in this five
couplet poem; while other words with similar meanings, "break off' or "cut" M and
"end" m each appear once. In the first, third and fourth couplets, all the verbs used are
negated. After using these words to express his hopeless feelings, Yu Xin ends the poem
with imaginary events that cannot happen in real life, creating a shocking image of his
hopeless expectation.
Similar impressive images can also be seen in Yu Xin's "Sent to Wang Lin" $
i3#:209
SMfltlftft, The road to the Jade Pass [in the extreme northwest] is distant,
5f£^fit$M. the messengers from Jinling [in the far southeast] are few.
Ti1^^, Alone, I drop a thousand streams of tears:
ftHM It . to open and read your letters from ten thousand //' away.
The distant south and the few messengers are used to bring about the dramatic effect in
the last couplet: the letter from ten thousand // away and his tearful face. When we
compare this poem to Zhao Mengfu's "Along the Qing River," Mit 1^ 210 we can feel
the completely different moods in the two poems:
209
Yu, Yu Zishanji, p. 52.
210
Zhao, Songxuezhai wenjU PP- 1 20- 1 2
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I row a small boat in the Qing River;211
it is daybreak when I open the canopy of the boat in this chaste
autumn.
The banks are covered with colorful flowers,
which flow away along with the current.
The sky is clear and the departing wild geese fly on high.
the wilderness is wide, and the passers-by look small.
Since the date ofmy returning home is set,
my sadness as a stranger has been swept away.
The cheerful and pleasant mood in this poem never appears in Yu Xin's poetry, simply
because Yu Xin did not experience the joy of returning home in the remaining 27 years
(554-581) of his life.
These kinds of images and expressions in Yu Xin's poems, as discussed above,
have made his name an allusion for, and a symbol of, nostalgia for the Southland. Zhao
Mengfu, who was born seven hundred years later and had a similar experience, also fully
expressed his nostalgia in poetry. Both the similarities and the differences between the
images of the ke in their poetry speak for the two different poets and the times in which
they lived.
1
The Qing River is in the territory of present Beijing and flows southeast to the Grand Canal.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION: INHERITANCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE JIANGNAN
IMAGES IN ZHAO MENGFU'S POETRY
As they appeared in the poetry before Zhao Mengfu's time, the Jiangnan images
in Zhao Mengfu's are also invariably related to sweet memories of the South and morose
homesickness for the hometown. In this respect, the images of Jiangnan and the ways
they are presented in Zhao Mengfu's poetry, as discussed in the fourth chapter, are little
different from those previous times. For a person who was born and grew up in the south
and then went to live in the north, it is understandable that the differences between the
two regions would arise in a poet with such strong nostalgic feelings and would result in
such strong images.
Besides his nostalgic memories about the south, the moroseness in Zhao
Mengfu's poetry is also related to the fall of the Southern Song Dynasty, which was
another source of great sadness in his life. Related to this, he also expressed his internal
contradictions for being a member of the Song royal family but also serving in the Yuan
court.
Although both Zhao Mengfu and Yu Xin held office in courts ruled by northern
tribesmen that had conquered the dynasties of their youth, the painful feelings expressed
in Zhao Mengfu's poetry more likely came from outside pressures, while those ofYu Xin
were from inside himself, from his inner world.
212 Yu Xin lived during the Southern and
212
See Donald Holzman. "Review of 'The Lamentfor the South '." CLEAR 4:2 (Jul. 1982): 255;
and Zhang Xigui ^H^ft, "Ziwo linghun de shenpan: lun Yu Xin houqi chuangzuo zhong de
changhui Xintai" gMBIftlMN: HMttilirfr'PttfFW>tt. Wuxijiaoyu xueyuan
Ai«AaoM»«W*K#* 13:3 (Sep. 1999): 14-16.
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Northern Dynasties, when dynastic changes happened frequently, and it was not rare for
people to serve different dynasties. In Zhao Mengfu's time, when the Han culture area
was reunited under the Mongols, although some southern literati reacted strongly to the
conquest, Zhao Mengfu was among those Han literary men who later praised the
reunification and considered the Yuan as the legitimate dynasty.213 For example, in one
of his prose writings, Zhao Mengfu uses The Book ofChanges M§j to legitimate the rule
of the Yuan. Zhao Mengfu and Yu Xin accepted the new rulers to different degrees,
and the specific milieus in which they lived were also different.
Facing the criticisms of his contemporaries and the dilemma within himself,
Zhao Mengfu tried to convince and defend himself in a poem titled "Liu ShijTs Hall of
Returning Home" $JB#i$i§$f*1£,215 discussed in the third chapter. This difference
between Zhao Mengfu and Yu Xin can also explain why homesickness for things like the
scenery, the cooking, and the weather appear very commonly in Zhao Mengfu' poetry,
while they can hardly be found in Yu Xin's.216 This seems to suggest that Zhao Mengfu's
feelings about the south might have been strengthened not only by his painful
experiences and the dilemma he faced, but also by his unaccustomedness to the life in the
north.
The development of the Jiangnan culture also explains why Zhao Mengfu
missed life in the south so earnestly. By the time of the Yuan, the south had become a
region rich in its literary and cultural traditions, which originated in the Southern
213
See John D. Langlois, JR. "Yu Chi [Yu Ji] and His Mongol Sovereign: The Scholar as
Apologist." CLEAR 38:1 (Nov. 1978): 99-1 16.
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See Zhao, Wenji, p. 262.
215 See Zhao, wenji, p. 225.
216
See Donald Holzman. "Review of 'The Lamentfor the South'." CLEAR 4:2 (July. 1982): 255
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Dynasties and accelerated during the Song Dynasty. This is especially apparent after the
fall of the Northern Song, when the capital was moved to Hangzhou and the northern part
of China was governed by non-Han rulers (Khitans, Jurchens, and later Mongolians).
During that period, the culture and the literature of the north developed relatively more
slowly than those in the south. It was the reunification of the state under the Yuan that
enabled the northern and southern literary men to meet in the south, specifically in
Hangzhou, to communicate with each other, to share their common interests, and to enjoy
a life spent with the "fragrance of the scrolls."
Zhao Mengfu's preference for the southern life style was molded by the natural,
cultural, and political environments of the south during the early Yuan. In addition, the
condemnation from his contemporaries, as well as the complicated and boring official life
in the north, made Zhao Mengfu even more earnestly long for the comfortable and
relaxed life which he could pursue in the south.
Thus, the images of Jiangnan became symbols of a life style, but behind each
Jiangnan image there is an image of the north. Zhao Mengfu missed his hometown area,
but he still enjoyed the advantages brought about by the reunification. As discussed in the
fourth chapter, although he proclaimed himself a stranger and an outsider of the north,
Zhao Mengfu also held some positive feelings about the north due to his attachment to
the north after living there for an extended period of time. Through his feelings expressed
toward his northern friends and his occasional nostalgia for north, it would be safe to say
that the interaction between the south and the north during the early Yuan is embodied in
Zhao Mengfu's life and his poetry.
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In sum, the images of Jiangnan in Zhao Mengfu's poetry suggest both the
specific circumstances of the Song-Yuan transitional period and Zhao Mengfu's personal
experience, which means that they not only inherited the features of the previous
Jiangnan images, but were also enlivened with new elements. The images of Jiangnan in
his poetry and the ways they were presented also greatly contribute to the development of
Jiangnan images in Chinese literary history.
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